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Terminology
Action potential is a phenomenon in an electrically excitable cell that occurs
when its transmembrane potential changes from the resting potential and returns to
the resting value after some event such as passing an ionic current or mechanical
deformation.
Left ventricle is the most powerful, thickest and most responsible cardiac
chamber, which obtains arterial blood from the left atrium and pumps blood to
the aorta.
Left ventricle base is the upper part of the chamber that contacts with the left
atrium and aorta and is separated from them by fibrous ring and mitral and aortal
valves.
Cardiac apex is its caudal (lower) part where the bottom of the left ventricle
is situated; the ventricular fibres make the vortex cordis, or cardiac whirpool.
Interventricular septum is the muscular wall separating the two ventricles
and formed by two or three layers of myocardium with different fibre direction
patterns.
Cardiomyocite is a cardiac muscular cell which can propagate an electrical
signal and contract when electrically excited.
Transmembrane potential of a cell is the difference in potential between the
intracellular and extracellular space.
Cleavage plane is a fibrous tissue surface separating two layers of my-
ocardium.
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Myofibre is a muscular fibre; in the case of the heart, splitting and merging
myofibres form a complex three-dimensional net.
Reaction-diffusion system is a system of one partial and several ordinary dif-
ferential equations having a special term, Laplacian, and describing processes of
spread (diffusion) of matter or a characteristic in an excitable (reaction) medium.
Nederlandstalige samenvatting
Een van de meest boeiende studiegebieden in de klinische medicijnwetenschap-
pen is deze die onderzoek doet naar de normale en abnormale functie van het hart.
Een zeer interessante recente ontwikkeling in dit gebied is het gebruik van ‘mul-
tiscale’ modelleer methoden. Deze methoden bleken zeer effectief te zijn om de
mechanismen van hartritmestroornissen te begrijpen. Hartritmestoornissen zijn de
grootste doodsoorzaak in de geı¨ndustrialiseerde wereld. Ze worden veroorzaakt
door abnormale excitatie van het hart en de vorming van vortices in hartweefsel.
Een van de belangrijkste problemen in de bestudering ervan, is dat ze zich voor-
doen op het niveau van het hele orgaan. De relatie tussen cellulaire processen en
de initiatie van hartritmestoornissen is hierdoor niet triviaal. Belangrijke bijdragen
tot dit onderzoeksgebied werden bekomen door gebruik te maken van ‘multiscale’
modelleer methoden, waarbij het hart beschreven wordt door ‘multiscale’ mod-
ellen die het cellulaire en het hele orgaan niveau integreren. Deze modellen kun-
nen gebruikt worden om de mechanismen van initiatie van hartritmestoornissen
te bestuderen, en om te onderzoeken hoe variaties op het cellulaire niveau deze
initiatie beı¨nvloedt.
Om dergelijke ‘multiscale’ modellen te bouwen, moeten modellen van hart-
cellen gecombineerd worden met structurele data van de anatomie van het hart. De
ontwikkeling van hartcel modellen begon in 1962, met het klassieke Noble model
voor Purkinje vezels van het hart. Tegenwoordig is dit een sterk ontwikkeld onder-
zoeksgebied en vele modellen, van verschillende complexiteit, zijn beschikbaar.
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Dit in tegenstelling tot anatomische modellen, van welke er veel minder beschik-
baar zijn. De grootste moeilijkheid bij het opbouwen van dergelijke modellen is de
karakterisatie van de anisotropie van hartweefsel. Deze anisotropie is een van de
belangrijkste factoren die de golfpropagatie beı¨nvloedt in het hart.
Het doel van deze thesis is om analytische modellen voor de anisotropie van
het hart op te bouwen, en dit in een anatomische accurate setting. Deze modellen
gebruiken we dan om zowel normale excitatie van het hart als hartritmestoornissen
te bestuderen. In de volgende paragrafen overlopen we de structuur van deze thesis.
Na een inleiding als het eerste hoofdstuk, in het tweede hoofdstuk introduceren
we een theoretisch ‘rule-based’ model voor de anatomie en vezelrichting van de
linker ventrikel (LV) van het hart. We vergelijken dit model ook met experimentele
data. We stellen een expliciete analytische formulering voor die ons in staat stelt
om de vorm en het vezel richting veld van de LV te beschrijven. Het concept van
de ventriculaire ‘band’ architectuur was gegeven door Torrent-Gausp. In onze be-
nadering, is de anisotropie van het hart afgeleid van enkele algemene principes. We
veronderstellen dat de LV kan geconstrueerd worden als een set van identieke spi-
raal oppervlakken. Elk van deze oppervlakken worden op hun beurt bekomen door
de rotatie van een zekere curve rond de verticale as. Deze spiraal oppervlakken
zijn gevuld met niet snijdende curven, welke myocardium vezels voorstellen. Deze
constructie wordt uitgevoerd in een speciaal coo¨rdinaten systeem, vastgelegd door
de vorm van de LV.
Om ons model te verifie¨ren, gebruiken we experimentele data van de vezel
richting van zowel menselijke als honden harten. We stellen vast dat er een goeie
kwalititatieve overeenkomst is met de experimentele data.
In het derde hoofdstuk, ontwikkelen we een numerieke benadering voor ons
anatomisch model. Gebaseerd op de analytische beschrijving en het speciale curvi-
lineaire coo¨rdinaatsysteem, formuleren we een numerieke benadering voor het
construeren van een ‘mesh’. Dit gebruiken we dan om het reactie-diffusie systeem
dat hartcellen beschrijft numeriek te integreren. Met het anatomische model wor-
den op die manier elektrofysiologische simulaties uitgevoerd op een rechthoekig
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‘grid’. We passen onze methode toe om het effect van vezel rotatie en elektrische
anisotropie van hartweefsel (i.e. de verhouding van de geleidingscoe¨fficie¨ten langs
en dwars op de vezels) op golfpropagatie te bestuderen. Hiervoor gebruiken we
het ten Tusscher–Noble–Noble–Panfilov (2006) ionische model voor menselijke
hartcellen. We tonen aan dat de vezel richting de snelheid verhoogt waarmee het
hart geactiveerd wordt, en het effect van anisotropie verzwakt. Onze resultaten to-
nen aan dat de vezel richting in het hart een belangrijke factor is tijdens activatie
van het hart. Verder bestuderen we ook de initie¨le fasen van spiraalgolf dynam-
ica, en demonstreren dat het corresponderende filament drift. We tonen aan dat de
snelheid waarmee het filament drift niet monotonisch afhangt van de vezel rotatie
hoek.
In het vierde hoofdstuk onderzoeken we in detail spiraalgolf dynamica in
ons anatomisch model. We bestuderen op systematische wijze de dynamica van
spiraalgolf filamenten, en dit zowel voor positieve als negatieve ‘tension’. Ook
beschouwen we verscheidene mogelijke vormen van de LV en verschillende
graden van anisotropie van hartweefsel. We tonen dat voor positieve filament ‘ten-
sion’, de finale positie van het spiraalgolf filament hoofdzakelijk gedetermineerd
is door de dikte van de hartwand. Hoewel, we observeren ook dat door anisotropie
het filament naar de apex van de LV wordt aangetrokken. Voor negatieve filament
‘tension’ verbuigt het filament, en in de meeste gevallen drift het filament naar
de apex van het hart. Dit zonder enig, of nauwelijks, verband met de dikte van
de LV. We bespreken de mechanismen van de geobserveerde fenomenen, en hun
implicaties voor hartritmestoornissen.
In het vijfde hoofdstuk formuleren we een niet axiaalsymmetrische LV
anatomie op basis van Pettigrew’s spiraal oppervlakken. Vergeleken met het model
ontwikkeld in hoofdstuk 1, biedt deze formulering een meer accurate beschrijving
van de anatomie van het hart, en kan het makkelijk aangepast worden, bijvoor-
beeld in het geval het zou gebruikt worden voor patie¨nt specifieke modellering.
In dit model zijn de ventrikels opgebouwd uit oppervlakken (welke myocardium
‘sheets’ modelleren). In elk oppervlak zijn de curven zo gedefinieerd dat ze tangen-
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tieel liggen ten opzichte van de lokale myocardium richting. Na het fitten van de
ventriculaire vorm aan de experimentele data afkomstig van menselijke en honden
harten, worden de resulterende vezel orientatie hoeken, in een lokaal coo¨rdinaten-
syteem, uitgerekend in ons model. Deze berekende hoeken worden dan vergeleken
met experimentele data over vezel orientatie. We bekomen een goede kwalitatieve
– en in sommige LV gebieden – kwantitatieve overeenkomst tussen ons model
en experimentele data. Dit model kan gebruikt worden voor het verifie¨ren van de
‘band’ hypothese; voor het uitvoeren van verschillende numerieke experimenten
die focussen op de invloed van anisotropie op de elektrische excitatie; en voor de
simulatie van de mechanische functie van het hart.
We sluiten de thesis af met een conclusie en een vooruitblik op toekomstige
onderzoeksrichtingen. In dit laatste deel, generaliseren we de resultaten bekomen
in deze thesis, en bespreken we de mogelijke toekomstige ontwikkeling van het
model en toepassingen.
English summary
Studies of normal and abnormal cardiac function are among the most important
in clinical medicine. One of the most exciting recent developments in this area is
the application of multiscale modelling methods to these problems. These meth-
ods have turned out to be effective for understanding the mechanisms of cardiac
arrhythmias. Cardiac arrhythmias remain the largest cause of death in the indus-
trialized world. They are caused by the abnormal excitation of the heart and the
formation of vortices in cardiac tissue. One of the main problems in studying them
is that they occur at the level of whole organ, and thus, relation of cellular processes
to the onset of the arrhythmias is non-trivial. Valuable contributions to that area are
made using the multiscale modelling approach, in which the heart is described by
multiscale models from the cellular to the whole organ level. Such models can be
used to study the mechanisms of initiation of cardiac arrhythmias and to learn how
the changes at the single-cell level affect the onset of arrhythmias.
In order to build such a multiscale model, one needs to combine models of
cardiac cells with structural data on anatomy of the heart. The development of
single cell cardiac models started in 1962 with the classic Noble model of Purkinje
fibres of the heart. Currently, this is a well-developed area, and many models of
cardiac cells of different complexity are available. The area of anatomical cardiac
models is substantially less developed. The main problem here is to characterize
the anisotropy of cardiac tissue, as it is one of the most important factors affecting
the wave propagation in the heart.
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The aim of this thesis is the development of an analytical model of cardiac
anisotropy in an anatomically accurate setting and its application to study nor-
mal cardiac excitation and the processes involved with the formation of cardiac
arrhythmias. The thesis is organized as follows.
After the Introduction as the first chapter, the second chapter introduces a the-
oretical rule-based model for the anatomy and fibre orientation of the left ven-
tricle (LV) of the heart and compares it with experimental data. We propose an
explicit analytical formulation that allows us to obtain the LV shape and its fibre
direction field. The ventricle band concept of cardiac architecture was given by
Torrent-Guasp. In our approach, anisotropy of the heart is derived from some gen-
eral principles. We assume that the LV can be constructed as a set of identical spiral
surfaces, each of which can be produced by the rotation of a certain curve around
vertical axis. Each spiral surface is filled with non-intersecting curves which rep-
resent myocardial fibres. The complete construction is conducted in a special co-
ordinate system set by the LV form. For model verification, we use experimental
data on fibre orientation in human and canine hearts and show good qualitative
agreement with experimental data.
In the third chapter, we develop a numerical approach for our anatomical
model. Based on this analytical description and the special curvilinear coordinate
system, we formulate a numerical approach for mesh constructing and use it for the
numerical integration of the reaction-diffusion systems describing cardiac cells.
With this anatomical model, electrophysiological simulations were performed on
a rectangular coordinate grid. We apply our method to study the effect of fibre
rotation and electrical anisotropy of cardiac tissue (i.e., the ratio of the conductiv-
ity coefficients along and across the myocardial fibres) on wave propagation using
the ten Tusscher–Noble–Noble–Panfilov (2006) ionic model for human ventricu-
lar cells. We show that fibre rotation increases the speed of cardiac activation and
attenuates the effects of anisotropy. Our results show that the fibre rotation in the
heart is an important factor underlying cardiac excitation. We also study the initial
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phases of scroll wave dynamics in our model and show the drift of a scroll wave
filament whose velocity depends non-monotonically on the fibre rotation angle.
The fourth chapter deals with a detailed study of scroll waves in our anatom-
ical model. Here, we perform a systematic study of the dynamics of scroll wave
filaments for the cases of positive and negative tension in our anatomical model.
We study the various possible shapes of the LV and different degrees of anisotropy
of cardiac tissue. We show that for positive filament tension, the final position of
the scroll wave filament is mainly determined by the thickness of the myocardial
wall; however, anisotropy attracts the filament to the LV apex. For negative fila-
ment tension, the filament buckles, and in most cases, tends to approach the apex
of the heart with no or slight dependency on the thickness of the LV. We discuss
the mechanisms of the observed phenomena and their implications for cardiac ar-
rhythmias.
The fifth chapter presents the formulation of a non-axisymmetric cardiac LV
anatomy on the basis of Pettigrew’s spiral surfaces. Compared to the model devel-
oped in Chapter One, it provides a more accurate description of cardiac anatomy
and can be easily modified for patient-specific modelling. In that model, the ven-
tricle is composed of surfaces which model myocardial sheets. In each surface,
curves are defined that are tangential to the local myofibre direction. After fitting
the ventricular shape to experimental data on human and canine hearts, the result-
ing fibre orientation angles in the local coordinate system are calculated in our
model. The predicted angles are compared to experimental data on fibre orienta-
tion. A good qualitative and – in some LV wall areas – quantitative agreement
between the model and experimental data is demonstrated. The model can be used
both for the band hypothesis verification and for various numerical experiments
studying influence of anisotropy on the electrical excitation spread and simulating
cardiac mechanical function.
In the last part of the thesis, there is a conclusion and future work section. In
this section, we generalize the results obtained in the thesis and discuss ways to
further develop the model and its possible future applications.
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1
Introduction
1.1 Integrative cardiac models
Integrative mathematical models of complicated hierarchic physiological sys-
tems, such as the heart, allow one using a computational mathematical approach
to describe these systems at several levels, from the molecular level up to the
macrolevel, which characterizes the structure and functions of the whole heart
and/or certain chambers, including the LV. A comprehensive analysis of such mod-
els of the ventricle in the framework of the numerical experiments gives a way to
elucidate mechanisms of the normal and pathological heart performance and to
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predict potential methods of the effective therapy, for example, corrections of me-
chanical and electrical cardiac function disturbances.
Over the last few years, a number of models describing electrical and/or
mechanical function of the whole heart or its chambers have been proposed
[12, 35, 39, 47, 64, 68, 93, 106, 110, 115, 119, 120]. The most valuable of them are
based on detailed description of cardiac anatomy and the fiber orientation field,
which is crucial for a correct representation of the physiological function of the
heart.
Two approaches for modelling the heart chamber architectonics (including the
morphological pattern of the myocardium fibers’ orientation) may be marked out.
The approaches are more complementary to each other than alternative ones. For
convenience, we quite roughly and non-rigorously assign them as empiric and the-
oretical approaches.
In the empiric approaches, fiber orientation is directly measured in the heart
using various experimental techniques, and in theoretical approaches, fiber orien-
tation is generated by some algorithms.
1.2 Examination of individual hearts and empirical
models
Very important and useful empiric approach is represented in several well-
developed published models [40, 63, 124]. The models are based on the detailed
experimental mapping of individual hearts. Currently there are several experimen-
tal methods which can be used to measure fiber orientation in the heart. Partic-
ularly, Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) technique was used to obtain the hearts’
images with the fiber orientation. In this approach, the researcher finds the diffu-
sion matrix coefficients of water molecules in the heart. Then it becomes available
to calculate the three eigenvectors of the matrix. They are assumed to be the three
main directions of anisotropy in the tussue: the fiber direction vector (the primary
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eigenvector), the fiber normal in the sheet plane (the secondary one), and the sheet
normal (the tertiary one). As these directions are assumed to be closely connected
to the structure of the tissue, it gives us anisotropy of the heart [41, 42, 57, 121].
Such measurements can be done with spatial resolution up to 0.3–0.5 mm and in
general produce high quality data which can be used in computer models. Then the
images are fractioned as a set of segments with help of the 3D finite element mesh,
and a prevailing direction of the fiber orientation in each element of this individual
heart is found. Thus detailed 3D myofibers’ direction fields are obtained, where
every arrow indicates orientation of the myofibers lying near it. Very detailed de-
scription of the heart geometry is distinctive feature of these models. Careful ex-
perimental verification is also their undoubted virtue.
Another direct measurement of anisotropy can be done via the tedious his-
tological studies of fiber direction in 3D [65, 105] where the researcher makes
series of parallel slices of the investigating part of the heart. In every slice angles
of fiber slope are measured. When all the angular values are composed, the re-
searcher obtains a full picture of the fiber directions in the organ. More recently B.
Smaill’s group developed a combined high-resolution serial imaging microscopy
technique [117]. This methode contains 5 phases: the first one is in vivo registra-
tion of the electrical activity of the heart with help of a set of electrodes, then the
heart follows in vivo DT-MRI in order to allow reseachers to obtain its reference
geometry. The third stage is pouring the heart with wax to fix it. This procedure
brings some distortion to the shape of the 3D structure, so data from the 4th stage,
the serial cutting and imaging, needs an inverse processing to level the distortion.
The main merit of the technique is its ability to give the undistorted data to a re-
searcher after the final, 5th, phase of the procedure, the computer correction of the
data collected.
In [49] the myofibers in the second trimester fetal human heart are investigated
using the method of quantitative polarized light microscopy. The hearts were em-
bedded in a transparent resin, polymerized and then sectioned. Afterwards, the
elevation and azimuth angles were measured by means of polarized light (see [49]
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for any details). Finally, the authors suggested a novel “pretzel” qualitative cardiac
model.
The start of quantitative approaches to animal and human heart anatomy de-
scribing was established by D. Streeter [105]. Note that all listed approaches are
either based on or use results of classical studies of D. Streeter on fiber orientation
in the human heart. Streeter not only measured fiber orientation in the heart, but
also proposed several hypothesis how this fiber orientation could be reproduced
using geometrical transformations. However, these ideas of Streeter were never
formulated in a mathematical form.
The question of laminar arrangement in the muscular fibers and sheets is one of
the basic matters in the cardiac anatomy. Such an arrangement is hard to measure
and still under dabate [34,55,65]. We have not attempted to include it in our present
description.
Every directly measured dataset is connected to one concrete patient or lab-
oratory animal and thus cannot be directly used for personalized heart models.
Therefore there is a demand for the algorithms which will allow projection of the
existing data to any geometry (see e.g. [41]) or developing of algorithms which al-
lows researchers to generate such fiber orientation field from any given geometry
data.
At the same time, strictly speaking, any model built on the base of a partic-
ular arrow map is a model of one particular heart, as it is difficult to distinguish
between the common properties of the heart of the given species and individual
specificity of the scanned heart sample. Of course, individual computational mod-
els of the heart chamber architectonics built with help of the empirical approach
may be developed further up to the species model level. Correct averaging of data
obtained via the mapping of the individual heart samples will be necessary for this.
Several promising works are being fulfilled in this way [32, 85, 86, 128]. The em-
piric species models might further, among other things, essentially contribute to
the parameter verification of the models developed via the theoretical approach.
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Each of the listed experimental methods allows researchers to obtain fiber ori-
entation field and to use it to setup a model. And this is the best approach to study
that particular heart for which the measurements were performed. However, in
many cases a researcher needs not only to study given anisotropy, but has to be
able to modify it, e.g. to study its effects on various electromechanical processes.
In addition, in many cases just anatomy, but not fiber orientation is known and
some algorithms are needed to build up the anisotropy. Such models are based on
generic views on cardiac anatomy, which were obtained in cardiac research for
more that 100 years of studies.
1.3 Theoretical models of cardiac anatomy
The theoretical approach to the modelling of the heart chamber architectonics,
e.g. which of the LV, issues from the attempts to clarify a general principle (a
governing rule) determining orientation of the fibers in the ventricle wall. Such
theoretical models may be especially useful when studying basic mechanisms of
the heart performance both in norm and pathology.
The discovery of the rotational anisotropy in the myocardium was one of the
first fundamental findings in the qualitative heart anatomy. The tangents to the
myofibers turn, if we look to them transmurally, and the turning angle equals ap-
proximately 120◦. Streeter compared this picture with Japanese fan [105]. Torrent-
Guasp suggested considering the myocardium of both ventricles as a “flattened
rope” or a band which has two endings and makes a few turns. According to
Streeter [105], myofibers are geodesic lines on a set of nested toroids, and outer
toroids are more prolate, inner ones are more round. Besides this model, there are
many models concerning a few myocardial layers (more often 3 — superficial,
middle and deep, see, for example [98]). One can find a more detailed description
of the history of cardiac qualitative anatomy in the work [49].
One group of models constructs the architectonics of the myocardial fibers
by using the analogy with the muscular sceletal fibers. Different models include
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from 1 to 4 systems of myocardial bundles [11, 56, 59, 94, 112]. However, some
researchers point to the restrictions of the approach [58, 100, 113].
Another attitude to the LV architectonics considers it as a kind of the vascular
musculature, where many junctions between the fibers exist [31, 37, 44, 45, 54].
One of the key questions concerning the LV myocardium concerns its layers,
namely their existence and, if they exist, their number and positions. As a rule,
the models with sheets have a number of layers inserted one into another [98].
Nevertheless, there exists a layers-based model where their number is indefinite
and they do not divide the LV to internal and external parts. We are talking about an
early work [111], where Torrent-Guasp proposed a hypothesis on how the cardiac
fiber orientation could be reproduced using geometrical transformations. However,
this idea has never been formulated in mathematical terms.
Theoretical approaches include rule-based methods [10, 15, 101] or mappings
of fibers from animal hearts to the human heart geometry [46]. One of the most re-
cent rule-based methods is a Laplace–Dirichlet algorithm [10] which takes a noisy
DTI-derived fiber orientation field as input data and yields, firstly, the transmural
and apicobasal directions for the entire myocardium and, secondly, a smooth and
continuous fiber orientation field. Another approach was used by Ch. Peskin, who
derived fiber orientation field from the principles of mechanical equilibrium [83].
Chadwick considered a cylindrical LV and specified the helix angle linearly
depending on point position in the LV wall [20]. Beyar et al. shaped LV into a
spheroid and also used linear dependence of the helix angle on the distance be-
tween point and the endocardium [12].
An interesting example of the theoretical approach was developed by Theo
Arts with coauthors in 1992 [16]. They constructed a model of an ellipsoidal LV,
complicated the law of helix angle change to a sectionally quadratic one and quan-
tified orientation of the muscle fibers via the helix fiber angle distribution which
was found upon application of the mechanical adaptational principle suggested by
Arts et al. in 1982 [8].
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1.4 Relation to other anatomical ventricular models
Torrent-Guasp in [111] suggested that the LV can be represented as a set of embed-
ded surfaces, i.e. muscular layers, covered by curves representing the myofibers.
This idea was illustrated using Pettigrew’s proposal of the surface in form of a
planar semicircle with a number of curves drawn on it, which was thereafter trans-
formed to a conical surface. Finally, the heart was considered as a family of such
conical surfaces inserted to each other. Unfortunately, Torrent-Guasp’s procedure
was never explicitly parametrized and of course in its classical way conical sur-
faces could not provide a proper representation of the LV geometry. It may be
noted that Streeter mentioned these ideas as very important, but did not formalize
them.
In the first chapter, we propose an analytical formulation based on the Torrent-
Guasp’s anatomical concept. In particular, we develop a description of heart
anatomy using a family of inserted non-conical surfaces, which allows us to rep-
resent smooth geometry of the LV properly. Moreover, we use a family of lines
predefined at these surfaces to represent cardiac fibers. The entire model can be
expressed in terms of analytical functions. We describe the details of model con-
struction and compare its output with experimental measurements of anisotropy in
the human and canine LV.
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2
Axisymmetrical model
of the left ventricle shape and
anisotropy
2.1 Background
The results described in this chapter have been published in [88].
In this chapter, we suggest a theoretical model for anatomy and fibre orien-
tation of the LV. The model is based on the ventricle band concept of cardiac
architecture given by Torrent-Guasp [111]. In 1972, Torrent-Guasp proposed an
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anatomic concept in which both right and left heart ventricles were considered
segments of a single myofibre band twisted and wrapped into a double helical
coil [111]. Since that time, this concept has been a subject of intense discussion.
Many cardiac anatomists [5,6] consider the Torrent-Guasp hypothesis a gross sim-
plification, and a number of imaging scientists propose a more complex organiza-
tion of the LV micro-architecture [55]. Another group of researchers has a favor-
able view on the ventricle band concept [18,22,53]. For example, an article signed
by more than 20 prominent scientists [17] concludes that ‘models such as that of
Torrent-Guasp et al., which proposes conduction along fibre orientation in a single
muscular band and defies conventional concepts of activation, should be investi-
gated’. In spite of that interest, the Torrent-Guasp model was never formalized and
compared to data on measured cardiac anatomy. Note that in our view, features of
the model, such as the possibility of representing realistic fibre orientations by a
single warped band, can be proved or disproved only by means of mathematical
modeling. Regardless of the outcome, such a formulation will be useful.
We follow Torrent-Guasp’s approach to build cardiac anatomical models of in-
creasing complexity that also use later measurements by Streeter [105]. We show
that this description allows one to represent such properties of heart anisotropy as
fibre rotation and its dependence on the latitude, spiralling of fibres at the apex and
fibre’s maximal angle of torsion about the LV axis. We also perform quantitative
comparisons with data from Streeter [105] and Hunter [65], showing good corre-
spondence of the measured fibre orientation fields with that given by our model.
In our model, both the anatomy and fibre orientation field are precisely for-
mulated mathematically. This allows a researcher to apply analytical methods to
investigate cardiac electrophysiology and mechanics. In addition, any variations in
the shape of the LV and the anisotropy pattern can be reproduced easily by this
approach.
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2.2 Construction of the LV model
The description of the model consists of several steps, starting with simple shapes
and approaching the final LV model. Initial steps follow the representation of Pet-
tigrew’s idea (one can see a copy of his figure in Streeter’s work [105] (see figure
3)). We then modify its description and obtain the LV model.
A semicircle with chords
Pettigrew began his construction from a semicircle with a set of curves on it [84],
as one can see in Streeter’s paper ([105], figure 3 a). We describe the figure ana-
lytically as follows.
Consider a semicircle with radius K given in the polar coordinate system
(P,Φ):
0 ≤ P ≤ K, 0 ≤ Φ ≤ pi. (2.1)
Following Pettigrew [84], let us construct a sequence of horizontal chords (fig-
ure 2.1):
Y = const, 0 < Y < K, (2.2)
Φ0 := arcsin
Y
K
≤ Φ ≤ pi − arcsin Y
K
=: Φ1, (2.3)
P(Φ) =
Y
sin Φ
. (2.4)
Here, Φ0 and Φ1 are polar angles of the right and the left ends of a chord.
A global idea of the model is to wrap this semicircle onto a surface (e.g. con-
ical). The curves will give fibre orientation on that surface, and then rotation of
such a surface will give a 3-D structure of the heart. The first surface that we will
construct is a simple cone. We use a semicircle and a cone because the possibil-
ity to wrap a sector of circle to a simple cone is a proven mathematical fact and
the LV form closely resembles a cone. We consider the semicircle as the part of
the Torrent-Guasp “unique myocardial band” which corresponds to the LV. After
this wrapping, we will convert the cone to a more complex surface by a non-linear
transformation which will allow us to obtain a more feasible LV model.
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Figure 2.1: Horizontal chords on the semicircle. The example chords are numbered so that
they can be identified after transformations that will be shown below.
Let us separate the conus slips so as for the base, change of ρ coordinate was
equal 0 for the angle φ = 0 and was equal ∆ for the angle φ = φmax. The two
other coordinates of conus points stay the same (Fig. 2.2). This transformation is
not isometrical.
Figure 2.2: There are a cone on the left and a pseudocone on the right.
Parametric equation of the new, ”‘pseudoconical”’ surface is
φ(P,Φ) = Φ · φmax
pi
, (2.5)
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z(P,Φ) = P ·
√
1−
(
pi
φmax
)2
, (2.6)
ρ(P,Φ) = P · pi
φmax
(
1 +
∆φ(P,Φ)
piK
)
= P ·
(
pi
φmax
+
∆Φ
piK
)
. (2.7)
Its explicit equation has the form
z(ρ, φ) =
√(
φmax
pi
)2
− 1 · ρ ·
(
1 +
∆φ
piK
)−1
. (2.8)
Wrapping the semicircle to a cone
In ([105] Figure 3 (b-c)), one can see a wrapping of the semicircle to a surface. We
propose the following analytical description of the procedure.
Let us imagine that the semicircle is made of paper. We can wrap this semi-
circle to a right circular cone (maybe partial or with an overlap) so that the cone
vertex corresponds to the semicircle centre (figure 2.3). Let us denote an angle
along the cone arc as cone twist angle φmax. We get a cone that becomes closed,
if φmax = 2pi. We are going to consider only the case where φmax > pi. The cone
is specified in a cylindrical coordinate system (ρ, φ, z) as follows.
Figure 2.3: Wrapping of the semicircle to a conic surface.
First note that curves described by
Φ = const
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do not bend during wrapping. Therefore, these curves Φ = const are the genera-
trices of the cone. The parametric equations of the cone are
ρ(P,Φ) = P · pi
φmax
, (2.9)
φ(P,Φ) = Φ · φmax
pi
, (2.10)
z(P,Φ) = P
√
1−
(
pi
φmax
)2
. (2.11)
An explicit equation for the object is
z(ρ, φ) = ρ ·
√(
φmax
pi
)2
− 1. (2.12)
Let us note that the semicircumference, limiting the given semicircle, trans-
forms to the cone planar arc, and the centre of the circle becomes the cone’s apex.
In order to model not only muscular layers, but also myofibres, one has to look
for the position of the transformed chords after the wrapping.
Let us find the chord Y = const images on the conical surface, by substituting
(2.4) into (2.9), (2.10), (2.11):
ρ(Φ) =
Y
sin Φ
· pi
φmax
, (2.13)
φ(Φ) = Φ · φmax
pi
, (2.14)
z(Φ) =
Y
sin Φ
·
√
1−
(
pi
φmax
)2
. (2.15)
The results can be seen in Figure 2.4. It is not difficult to see that rotation
of such a simple conical surface around the vertical axis does not give a good
representation of the heart anatomy, as it will produce only a conical surface, i.e.
a body of zero thickness. To improve that, we will generalize the procedure by
introducing dependency of the generatrices on the rotation angle.
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Figure 2.4: A conical surface with wrapping angle of 2pi and a series of chord images.
Bottom view (a); viewing from the top at an oblique angle from two different directions (b
and c). Colour represents height, and the chord images are drawn in black. The numbering
and line styles of the chord images and of the chords here and in fig. 2.1 are the same.
Construction of spiral surfaces
In figure 2.3, the cone’s generatrix was z = kρ, where k was a constant (see
(2.12)), so that it did not depend on the angle φ. Let us consider the more general
situation when z = Zφ(ρ). Such a generatrix will generate a spiral surface, which
will finally give us a proper representation of the heart’s geometry.
Let us consider a few examples.
We can first assume that generatrix changes its slope as shown in figure 2.5. It
can be formally represented as
Zφ(ρ) = d
r + γl
· ρ, (2.16)
where d, r, l are positive constants, and
γ =
φ
φmax
, (2.17)
with 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1. The domain of Zφ is taken
D(Zφ) = [0, r + γl] ,
such that the codomain is
E(Zφ) = [0, d].
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Figure 2.5: On the left: The construction of the generatrices for a spiral surface, corre-
sponding to the conical LV with a dot vertex. The graph of the function Zφ(ρ) (see (2.16))
connects the points A and B for φ = 0 and φ = φmax by the line segments. On the right:
The resulting pseudoconus.
The conical shape produced by such generatrices is shown in figure 2.5, on the
right. We will call it a pseudoconical surface.
If we rotate a pseudoconical surface around the vertical axis, we get a conical
body that has some resemblance to the LV (it has an LV cavity), but its thickness
at the apex will be zero. To improve, we modify the generatrices as follows.
Let us move the end A (see figure 2.5) down by a value hγ, i.e. proportional to
the angle φ = γφmax (h is a positive constant), as shown in figure 2.6:
Zφ(ρ) = d+ hγ
r + γl
· ρ+ h− hγ, (2.18)
D(Zφ) = [0, r + γl] , E(Zφ) = [h− hγ, d+ h] .
As a result, the thickness of the LV at the apex will become h > 0, which
improves our representation. However, a real LV surface is not conical, so we have
to use curves as generatrices instead of straight line segments.
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Figure 2.6: The construction of the generating lines for a spiral surface corresponding to
the conical LV with a thick vertex. The graph of the function Zφ(ρ) (see (2.18)) connects
the points A and B for φ = 0 and φ = φmax by the line segments.
Let us connect the same points A and B, as in the previous example, but by an
arc (figure 2.7):
Zφ(ρ) = (d+ hγ) · Fφ
(
ρ
r + γl
)
+ h− hγ, (2.19)
where the function Fφ represents a curved generatrix.
D(Fφ) = E(Fφ) = [0, 1];
D(Zφ) = [0, r + γl] , E(Zφ) = [h− hγ, d+ h] .
Figure 2.7: The construction of the generatrices for the salient spiral surface used in mod-
elling the convex LV with a thick vertex. The graph of the function Zφ(ρ) (see (2.19)) con-
nects the points A and B for φ = 0 and φ = φmax by the arcs of curves.
The following properties are imposed on the function Fφ(ρ)
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1. D(Fφ(ρ)) = E(Fφ(ρ)) = [0, 1]
2. Fφ(ρ) is continuous and differentiable on [0, 1]
3. Fφ(ρ) increases monotonically on [0, 1].
We refer to the functions with these properties as generating functions (GF).
In the first example Fφ(t) = t, Zφ(ρ) = Fφ
(
ρ
r+γl
)
· (d + h); in the second
exampleFφ(t) = t, andZ is represented throughF in the same way as in the third
example (see (2.19)). Now let us choose a proper GF to construct a more realistic
LV.
A model of the LV
To represent the shape of the epicardial LV surface, Streeter [105, pp. 91–92] used
the following functions:
ρepi(ψ) = (r + l) (ε cosψ + (1− ε)(1− sinψ)) ; (2.20)
zepi(ψ) = (d+ h)(1− sinψ). (2.21)
If ε = 0, the curve AB is a line segment, and if ε = 1, it is a quarter of an ellipse.
For intermediate ε values, we get intermediate curves.
For brevity of formulae writing, below we will use the following signs:
εc = ε cosψ + (1− ε)(1− sinψ),
εs = ε sinψ + (1− ε) cosψ.
Let us use the following equation of the endocardium in analogy with Streeter’s
description:
ρendo(ψ) = rεc; (2.22)
zendo(ψ) = d(1− sinψ) + h, (2.23)
where “latitude” ψ takes values 0◦ ≤ ψ ≤ 90◦ (figure 2.8). Parameters determin-
ing the shape are: an inner radius r near the equator; a thickness l near the equator;
a thickness h at the apex; a height H = d+ h.
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Figure 2.8: A shape of function representing the endocardial (the solid line, see (2.20),
(2.21)) and epicardial (the dashed line, see (2.22), (2.23)) surfaces.
The form of any intermediate layer between epi- and endocardium is described
by the equations:
ρmid(ψ, γ) = (r + γl) · εc, (2.24)
zmid(ψ, γ) = (d+ γh)(1− sinψ) + (1− γ)h.
As a result, after elimination of ψ, we get the following definition of the ε-
spiral surface (ESS):
zεsp(ρ, φ) = (d+ γh)Fεsp
(
ρ
r + γl
)
+ (1− γ)h, (2.25)
Fεsp(t) = ε
2 + t(1− ε)− ε√2t(1− ε) + ε2 − t2
(1− ε)2 + ε2 , (2.26)
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where Fεsp : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is the GF of the epicardium, the endocardium and
every intermediate layer of the LV wall; ρ/(r + γl) ∈ [0, 1]. The spiral surface’s
border with an angle φ = 0 is located at the endocardial side, and the border with
an angle φ = φmax lies at the epicardial side. The LV model is made as a body
of revolution of an ESS. See figure 2.10 for an example of a single and multiple
nested ESS. We form the LV by using shifted layers (or the rotated spiral surfaces,
which is the same) because a thick muscular layer cannot be wrapped to a body of
revolution with overlapping, but without any shift of its sheets.
Figure 2.9: A spiral surface. The lines on it have equations ρ = const and φ = const.
Color corresponds height (z coordinate)
Our description reproduces the form of epicardium from Streeter’s work (see
figure 40 in [105]), but for endocardium, Streeter uses more complex equations
with an additional parameter that he called the ‘angle of taper’. However, we found
that even without this parameter our function reasonably reproduces the form of
the endocardium, and, thus, we decided to use equation (2.25) without further
modifications.
In further calculations, we will use the special CS (γ, ψ, φ) linked with the
spiral surfaces. In this CS, the variable γ ∈ [0, 1] describes point position in the
LV wall thickness, γ = 0 corresponds to the endocardium, γ = 1 corresponds to
the epicardium; ψ ∈ [0, pi/2] is an analogue of the geographical latitude, ψ = 0 is
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Figure 2.10: A spiral surface (on the left, the lines have equations ρ = const and φ =
const), a schematic representation of the LV obtained (six spiral surfaces rotated by angles
0◦, 60◦, 120◦, 180◦, 240◦ and 300◦ around the vertical axis (on the right, compare with
[105, fig. 3D])). If we consider infinitely many such surfaces, we obtain the whole LV model.
the upper plain part of the model LV (the equator or zone of the valves and fibrous
ring), ψ = pi/2 is the apex; φ ∈ [0, 2pi] is analogue of the geographical longitude.
Formulae of transition from the special CS to the cylindrical CS (ρ, φ, z) have the
following form:
ρ = (r + γl) εc, (2.27)
z = (d+ γh) (1− sinψ) + (1− γ)h. (2.28)
In the problem we consider, the coordinates lie in the following limits:
0 ≤ z ≤ d+ h; 0 ≤ ρ ≤ r + l.
Together with the LV base equation z = d+ h, the formulae (2.27)–(2.28) let
one get an LV surface model without fibres.
An important advantage of the special CS is that equations of the epicardium,
endocardium, and equator are written there in a very simple form.
Epicardium equation in the special CS is
γ = γ1, (2.29)
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in the cylindrical coordinates:
ρ = (r + γ1l)εc, (2.30)
z = d+ h− (d+ γ1h) sinψ. (2.31)
Endocardium equation in the special CS is
γ = γ0, (2.32)
in the cylindrical coordinates:
ρ = (r + γ0l)εc, (2.33)
z = d+ h− (d+ γ0h) sinψ. (2.34)
Equator equation in the special CS is
ψ = 0, (2.35)
in the cylindrical coordinates:
ρ = r + γl, (2.36)
z = d+ h. (2.37)
Spiral surfaces
Myocardial layers are modelled as surfaces filling the LV by rotation of one surface
about (vertical) LV symmetry axis. A common view of an SS is shown in Fig. 2.9.
Parametric equation of spiral surface in the cylindrical CS has the form
ρ(γ, ψ) = (r + γl) εc,
φ(γ, ψ) = φ0 + φmaxγ,
z(γ, ψ) = (d+ γh) (1− sinψ) + (1− γ)h,
where φmax is dimensionless parameter affecting fibre rotation about the LV axis.
Finally, the ε-spiral surface (ESS) definition is
zsp1(ρ, φ) = (d+ γh)Fεsp
(
ρ
r + γl
)
+ h− γh, (2.38)
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Figure 2.11: A spiral surface and two fibers on it. On the left, bottom view; on the right, top
view.
γ =
φ− φ0
φmax
. (2.39)
The border of ESS with the angle φ = φ0 corresponds to the endocardium, and
with the angle φ = φ0 + φmax corresponds to the epicardium.
The myofibers’ equations and fibre direction
The equations are (compare with (2.13) and (2.15))
ρ(Φ) =
Y
sin Φ
·
(
r + l
Φ
pi
)
, (2.40)
φ(Φ) = φmaxΦ/pi, (2.41)
z(Φ) = zεss(ρ(Φ), φ(Φ)), (2.42)
where different values of the parameter Y ∈ (0, 1) correspond to different my-
ofibers,
Φ ∈ [arcsinY, pi − arcsinY ] ,
zεss(ρ, φ) is the explicit equation of a spiral surface in the cylindrical CS.
See Fig. 2.11 for an example of a spiral surface and the fibers on its surface.
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At each point (γ, ψ, φ), 0 ≤ ψ < pi/2, a fiber orientation vector v =
(x′, y′, z′) is given by formulae:
x′ =
dρ
dΦ
cosφ− ρ sinφ dφ
dΦ
, (2.43)
y′ = −
(
dρ
dΦ
sinφ+ ρ cosφ
dφ
dΦ
)
, (2.44)
z′ =
∂z
∂ρ
· dρ
dΦ
+
∂z
∂φ
· dφ
dΦ
, (2.45)
where ρ is found from Eq. (2.27),
Φ = pi(1− γ),
dρ
dΦ
= εc ·
(
(rb + γl) cot(γpi)− l
pi
)
,
dφ
dΦ
=
φmax
pi
,
F ′ = cosψ
εs
,
∂z
∂ρ
=
d+ γh
r + γl
· F ′,
∂z
∂φ
=
1
φmax
·
(
h sinψ +
F ′εcl(d+ γh)
r + γl
)
,
φmax is a dimensionless parameter affecting fiber twist.
Overall, we can consider the anatomical model as a map from a rectangular
domain γ0 ≤ γ ≤ γ1; 0 ≤ ψ < pi/2; 0 ≤ φ < 2pi to the shape of LV with
anisotropy explicitly given by Eqs. (2.43)–(2.45).
Fibre angles
To represent fibre orientation and to compare it with anatomical data,
Streeter [105] used the following angles: true fibre angle, α; the helix angle, α1;
and the longitudinal angle, α2 (see figure 2.12 for their definitions). We follow the
same approach in this work.
Together with (2.26), (2.25) forms the basis for the LV model. Finally, we need
to set proper fibre angles at the epicardial and endocardial surfaces.
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Figure 2.12: On the left, definition of the local coordinate system.Oxyz is the global Carte-
sian coordinate system. The blue axis is normal u to the epicardium; the red axis, latitude
v; the dark green axis, longitude w. The colourful surface is the epicardium; the colour
depends on altitude z. The curve inside is a fibre as a chord image, the curve does not lie
on the epicardium. The normal axis intersects the curve at a point. On the right, definition
of the true fibre angle, α; the helix angle, α1; and the longitudinal angle, α2. The thick,
dashed line is a tangent to a myofibre segment constructed at the origin of the coordinates.
The dashed-and-dotted lines are projections of the myofibre tangent.
In the model given by (2.26) and (2.25), angle α depends on point position in
the LV wall and changes from 90◦ on the endocardium to approximately 0◦ in the
middle of the wall and then to 90◦ on the epicardium. In real hearts, the rotation of
fibre is less, and its values at the endocardium and epicardium are about 60◦ and
70◦ ( [105] figure 33). To account for that, we apply A. Panfilov’s suggestion of
using only part of the interval 0 ≤ γ0 ≤ γ ≤ γ1 ≤ 1. For example, if γ0 = 0.1 ≤
γ ≤ 0.75 = γ1, then the extreme angle values in the equatorial area are 55◦ at
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the endocardium and 75◦ at the epicardium (see figure 2.13 and Results for more
details).
Figure 2.13: The true fibre angle, α, (in degrees) in the equatorial and bottom areas of
the LV. The solid lines correspond to the data from our model, the dashed and dotted ones
correspond to the experimental data from [105]. The horizontal axis from endo- (value 0)
to epicardium (value 1). The trabecular LV zone is not taken into account.
As a change in the range of γ changes the anatomy of the heart, we need to
rescale it to the normal heart using:
r = ri +
liγ0
γ1 − γ0 ,
l =
li
γ1 − γ0 ,
d = di +
hiγ0
γ1 − γ0 ,
h =
hi
γ1 − γ0 ,
φmax =
φimax
γ1 − γ0 .
Here, the index “i” denotes input parameters.
After choosing of γ0 and γ1, we completely specify parameters of our model
and can use it for generation of anisotropy.
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2.3 Geodesic principle for local myofiber direction
As stated above, the following proposition lies in the background of the morpho-
logical model we suggested in this work: the transformation of the semicircular
planar layer to the spiral surface transfers any fiber initially aligned with a chord
of the semicircle to that aligned exactly with the transformational image of this
chord. At the same time we checked a hypothesis formulated by Streeter [105] that
the muscle fibers should locate along with geodesic lines on the surfaces forming
muscle layers of the ventricle wall. Specifically, we found out whether the chord-
fiber of the semicircle might shift during the transformation of the latter to the
spiral surface and finally adopt a position of geodesic line connecting the images
of the chord on the spiral surface. Moreover, this geodesic line has to lie quite
near the initial chord image. This should be so, unlike abstract lines the fibers
have nonzero thickness, and in aggregate they fill the ventricle wall quite tightly.
Therefore, when folding a plane muscular layer into the spiral surface, the chord-
fibers materially can’t shift significantly relative to the places of the initial chords’
convolution images.
Unlike this, the following turned out to be in the model. At the first transfor-
mation step (the folding of the semicircle into the cone) chords’ images as such
remain geodesic lines; in other words, the shift of the geodesic line relative to the
chord image is zero at this step. However, at the second step, i.e. after the trans-
formation of the conic surfaces to the curvilinear spiral one, the pattern drastically
changed: all geodesic lines connecting endocardiac and epicardiac points of the
layer with each other went almost vertically to the apex area, so that all the loops
of the chord images (regardless of the chord image position on the spiral surface)
degenerate into rather small ones localized closely around the apex (fig. 2.14).
As a result, chord images located in the central (relative to the ventricle height)
segment of the body of revolution are not represented by the respective geodesic
lines, i.e. this segment remains empty of such geodesic lines at all. This means that
such geodesic lines are not appropriate to represent the fibers. In other words, the
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“geodesic model” of the fiber disposition is incorrect at least for the chosen type
of spiral surfaces.
Figure 2.14: A geodesic line (solid line) and a chord image (dashed line) connecting 2
points. The edge points are situated at the subepi- and subendocardial surfaces near the
equator on ESS with torsion angle of 3pi.
Nevertheless, this consideration should not make reject eventually the idea of
geodesic arrangement of the muscle fibers in the ventricle. We intend to continue
searching a type of spiral surfaces where the geodesic principle might be applica-
ble for the placement of the fibers. It is also possible that another principle of op-
timization distinct from purely geometric one should be involved in. For instance,
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it seems reasonable to look for an appropriate mechano-geometric functional to be
optimized. This may be something like the method suggested in the cited above
works [8, 16], but should be associated with the spiral surfaces representing my-
ocardial layers.
In the case that the spiral surface has small torsion angle (< 1.5pi), geodesic
line, which connects the images of the ends of the chord, does not have a consid-
erable shift in the direction of the vertex. The images of the ends of the chords do
not have such shift. However, this case is not of great interest, because in the case,
when torsion angle is less than 1.5pi, there are neither images of the chords, nor
geodesic lines forming a loop with turn of 360◦ or more.
2.4 Comparison of the theoretical model with exper-
imental data
In this section, we indicate the parameter values used in our study and compare
theoretically obtained results with experimental data from [105] and [65].
Verification of the model: comparison with Streeter’s data
We used the following parameter values reported in ( [105] table 2): external radius
of LV at the equator ri + li = 33 mm, thickness of LV wall at the equator li =
10 mm, height of under-equatorial LV part di + hi = 60 mm, thickness of LV
wall at the apex hi = 7 mm, ε = 0.9; and we set angle of spiral surface torsion
φimax = 3pi according to ( [105] figure 3c).
See Figure 2.15 for the spiral surfaces we made using these parameter values.
We used the parameters of the subepicardial and subendocardial boundaries
γ0 = 0.1, and γ1 = 0.75, which gives α = 55◦ at the endocardium and θ = 75◦ at
the epicardium that fits with ( [105] figure 44) taking into account the experimental
measurement error and data variability.
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Figure 2.15: ESS used in the model of convex LV with a thick equator and γ restricted to
[γ0, γ1] = [0.1, 0.75] and chord images (black lines). The first row: four side and one top
views, full model with γ ∈ [0, 1]. The second row: the same, after the γ limitation. The
bottom figure: area of the apex (0 ≤ z ≤ h), top view.
We compared three angular characteristics of our myofibres field with exper-
imental data from [105]. The comparison was made in two areas of the LV: the
equatorial (58 mm≤ z ≤60 mm) and the bottom (18 mm≤ z ≤21 mm) parts
of the LV. In both regions, angles were compared along a line orthogonal to the
epicardium, which is common in anatomical studies.
The results of comparison are shown in figures 2.13, 2.16 and 2.17.
LV top zone
Note that in the LV top zone, the true fibre angle α varies non-monotonically, as in
Streeter’s data [105]. In particular, α on the endocardium was close to 55◦, on the
epicardium it was close to 75◦ and decreased to 5◦ approximately at the middle
of the LV wall, between 35% and 40% of the wall depth (figure 2.13, on the left).
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Figure 2.16: The helix angle, α1. The axes are the same as in fig. 2.13.
Figure 2.17: The longitudinal angle, α2. The axes are the same as in fig. 2.13.
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We see some differences in the slope of curves in our model and in measured data;
however, a qualitative correspondence is observed.
Figure 2.16, on the left, shows similar results for the helix angle. We see that
going from endocardium to epicardium, the helix angle α1 decreased monotoni-
cally from +55◦ to −75◦ and was equal to 0◦ approximately at the middle of the
LV wall, between 35% and 40% of the wall depth. We also see a good agreement
of our model with the experimental results from [105].
As we see in figure 2.17, on the left, the longitudinal angle, α2, going from
endocardium to the middle of the LV wall, decreased from 0◦ to −90◦. At the
middle of the LV wall, between 35% and 40% of the wall depth, the experimental
and modelled angle abruptly changed from −90 to +90◦, which is an artefact. We
found the jump at 43%, while it was 38% in Streeter’s data. At the exterior half
of the LV wall, the α2 angle decreased at a decelerating rate to 0◦. Here too, we
observe good qualitative correspondence of our model with experimental data, al-
though some quantitative differences in the slopes of the dependencies are present.
LV middle zone
The true fibre angle α also reaches a minimum in the mid-wall region, both in
our model and in Streeter’s data. On the endocardium, it was close to 35◦, on the
epicardium, it was close to 50◦ and decreased to 5◦ approximately at the middle
of the LV wall, at 0.4 of the wall depth (figure 2.13, on the right).
Figure 2.16, on the right, displays similar results for the helix angle. We see
that going from endocardium to epicardium, the helix angle, α1, decreased mono-
tonically from +25◦ to −50◦ and was equal to 0◦ approximately at the middle of
the LV wall, at 0.4 of the wall depth. We also see a good agreement of our model
with the experimental results from [105].
In figure 2.17, on the right, the longitudinal angle, α2, decreased from −5◦ to
−90◦ between endocardium and mid-wall. At the middle of the LV wall, between
0.35 and 0.4 of the wall depth, the angle again abruptly changed to +90◦. On
the exterior half of the LV wall, the α2 angle decreased at a decelerating rate to
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0◦. A good qualitative correspondence with anatomical data is found in the outer
two-thirds of the LV wall.
Our model also successfully reproduces the distribution of fibre directions in
the thick, radially placed layer of the LV wall, as shown in figure 2.18. Streeter
studied the pattern and named it ‘Japanese fan’ [105, fig. 42c].
Figure 2.18: Fibre slope angle variation depending on fibre’s position in the thickness of
the wall in the LV model. Endo- and epicardial wall surfaces are highlighted. Colour of the
border surfaces from the equator to the vertex matches rainbow colours
Overall we can claim that our model adequately reproduces the direction of
myocardial fibres in the human LV.
Comparison with Auckland canine dataset
We also compared our model to the data used in [65]. The comparison was con-
ducted in the following way. We aligned our LV model with the Auckland model
along the vertical axis and found that reasonable fit of our anatomy to the Auck-
land heart model occurs for: ri + li = 45 mm, di + hi = 80 mm, hi = 12 mm,
li = 15 mm, ε = 0.85, φimax = 3pi, γ0 = 0.15, γ1 = 0.9. Subsequently we con-
structed five meridional half-planes so that they divided the LV free wall region
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and the dihedral angle to four equal dihedral angles. We examined only points
lying near the five half-planes. We used the same comparison procedure that we
described in Section “Verification of the model: comparison with Streeter’s data”.
The fibre orientation was compared at three different “latitudes” (close to apex, in
the middle and close to base) along lines orthogonal to the heart surface. We com-
puted the x values (they show the position of a point in the ventricular wall) and
the two angles, α and α1, and plotted their values from the experimental dataset
and from the theoretical model. The results obtained are shown in figure 2.19.
We see that the plots of the α angle have characteristic V-shaped forms, both in
the model and in four of five meridional sections at all three “latitudes”. The model
angle is within the limits of the section angles in almost all the positions, except
the external one-third of the wall on the left graph. The plots of the α1 angle show
the same pattern: they descend from some positive values to some negative ones,
speed of the decrease is higher in the endo- and epicardial area and slightly less in
the mid-myocardium.
Note that we show only one line for our model. This is because our model is
rotationally symmetric, and all five lines for different rotation angles are the same.
The model is an idealization and it represents only some averaged characteristics
of LV and neglects possible individual aspects of the LV form.
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2.5 Discussion
In this section, we discuss limitations of our model, experimental methods and
models that can be used to verify it, its possible applications and ways of improving
it.
In our approach to the modelling of the LV architecture, anisotropy of the heart
was derived from some general principles. In our model, the LV is considered as a
set of identical spiral surfaces combined with each other by rotation about the ver-
tical axis. The every spiral surface is defined analytically and represents a mapping
of half disc. The first step of the transformation is the mapping of the semicircle to
a conical surface. In the second step, the conical surface is transformed to a curved
spiral surface, representing the quasi-elliptical shape of the LV boundary surface.
Finally, every spiral surface is filled with myocardium fibers represented by the
transformed images of the chords which were parallel to the diameter in the initial
semicircle (see fig. 2.1).
The developed formalism is closely associated with anatomic observations pre-
sented by Streeter in his classical work [105]. Moreover, we used experimental
data from the same work as well as from [65] for the model verification. In partic-
ular, the model proved to reproduce adequately both the looping arrangement of
the muscle fibers (see fig. 2.11) and the specific pattern of the fiber relative posi-
tions in the transmural direction through the ventricle wall (fig. 2.18). The special
features of the fiber arrangement are of great importance for the concordant me-
chanical performance of the ventricle.
As stated above, the following proposition lies in the background of the mor-
phological model we suggested in this work: the transformation of the semicircular
planar layer to the spiral surface transfers any fiber initially aligned with a chord
of the semicircle to that aligned exactly with the transformational image of this
chord. At the same time we checked a hypothesis formulated by Streeter (ibidem)
that the muscle fibers should locate along with geodesic lines on the surfaces form-
ing muscle layers of the ventricle wall. Specifically, we found out whether the
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chord-fiber of the semicircle might shift during the transformation of the latter
to the spiral surface and finally adopt a position of geodesic line connecting the
images of the chord on the spiral surface. Moreover, this geodesic line has to lie
quite near the initial chord image. This should be so, unlike abstract lines the fibers
have nonzero thickness, and in aggregate they fill the ventricle wall quite tightly.
Therefore, when folding a plane muscular layer into the spiral surface, the chord-
fibers materially can’t shift significantly relative to the places of the initial chords’
convolution images.
Nevertheless, this consideration should not make reject eventually the idea of
geodesic arrangement of the muscle fibers in the ventricle. We intend to continue
searching a type of spiral surfaces where the geodesic principle might be applica-
ble for the placement of the fibers. It is also possible that another principle of op-
timization distinct from purely geometric one should be involved in. For instance,
it seems reasonable to look for an appropriate mechano-geometric functional to be
optimized. This may be something like the method suggested in the cited above
works [8, 16], but should be associated with the spiral surfaces representing my-
ocardial layers.
Thus, the model described in this article reproduces sufficiently well the path of
the myofibers in LV wall. Moreover, it is based on not sophisticated structures and
it is described entirely analitically. The possibility of an analytical calculation of
many differential-geometric characteristics of used surfaces and curves apprecia-
bly facilitates its analysis. The model may be used for calculation of electrophysi-
ological and mechanical activity of myocardium of the human heart left ventricle.
Our model adequately reproduces fiber angles at the LV middle zone, but
agreement for the LV top zone is mainly qualitative.
The analytical representation of geometry presented here can be used for the
development of new numerical methods to study the electrical and mechanical
activity of the heart. As our model provides an analytical mapping of a rectangle
in (γ, ψ, φ) space into the heart shape, one can formulate a numerical scheme
in (γ, ψ, φ) space (where the representation of boundary conditions is the most
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natural) and account for anisotropy by explicit analytical formulae. Such mapping
can also be used to generate various anisotropic properties of the heart and study
their effect on the electrical and mechanical heart function.
Limitations
Our model adequately reproduces fibre angles at the LV middle zone, but agree-
ment for the LV top and apex zones is mainly qualitative.
Inaccurate reproduction of fibre direction in the basal and apical zones can be
caused by different reasons, one of which can be the idealized axisymmetrical LV
form in the model. Real ventricles have essential deflections from the axis symme-
try; they are somewhat individual, that is specific for every LV. In this work, we
tried to construct an axisymmetrical model that could maximally suit the middle
(by height) LV area. The apex and base of a real LV could considerably move away
from the axis. In this thesis, we also propose a more realistic non-axisymmetrical
extension of the model which will adapt the idealized model to individual pecu-
liarities of real ventricles. It allows us to achieve more accurate imitation of the
transmural run of the fibres at the apical and basal zones.
Development and uses of our model
We suggest that analytical representation of the geometry presented here can be
used for development of new numerical methods to study electrical and mechani-
cal activity of the heart. As our model provides analytical mapping of a rectangle
in (γ, ψ, φ) space into the curvilinear heart shape, one can formulate a rectangular
numerical scheme in (γ, ψ, φ) space (where representation of boundary conditions
is simplest) and account for anisotropy by explicit analytical formulae. The model
can also be used to generate various anisotropic properties of the heart and modu-
lations of the LV shape (via model parameter variations) and to study their effects
on electrical and mechanical heart functions.
3
Modelling of the left ventricle
electrophysiological activity
3.1 Introduction
The results described in this chapter have been published in [89].
The modelling of cardiac electrical function is a well-established area of re-
search that began with early models of cardiac cells developed by D. Noble [66].
The importance of modelling in cardiology comes from the widespread preva-
lence of cardiac disease. For example, sudden cardiac death is the leading cause of
death in the industrialized world, accounting for more than 300,000 victims annu-
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ally in the US alone [61]. In most cases, sudden cardiac death is a result of cardiac
arrhythmias that occur in the ventricles of the human heart [61].
When studying cardiac arrhythmias, it is important to understand that they
often occur at the level of the whole organ and in these situations cannot be re-
produced in single cells. Therefore, it is very important to model cardiac arrhyth-
mias at the tissue level, preferably using an anatomically accurate representation
of the heart. Compared to modeling at the single-cell level, anatomical modelling
started much more recently [75, 77]. Using anatomical models, researchers have
been able to obtain important results on the 3-D organization of cardiac arrhyth-
mias in animal [70] and human [118] hearts. Moreover, the defibrillation process
has been investigated [95], and the effects of mechano-electrical coupling on car-
diac propagation have recently been modelled [48,52]. Multi-scale anatomical car-
diac modelling is becoming increasingly prominent in medical and pharmaceutical
research [67].
To study the effects of anisotropy on wave propagation, one needs to vary the
anisotropic properties and to separate the anisotropy effects from other factors. All
these questions can be addressed with the development of models that account for
the anisotropy of the heart using analytical or numerical tools.
In the previous section, we described an axisymmetric model of the human
heart LV. In the model, we represented the LV shape (including positions of car-
diac fibres) as analytical functions of special curvilinear coordinates defined on a
rectangular domain. Our model allowed the generation of not only a default ar-
chitecture of anisotropy closest to the reality but also intermediate architectures
that can be used to study the effects of any specific element of anisotropy on wave
propagation in the heart.
In this chapter, we build on our previous approach in two ways. First, we de-
velop a numeral scheme for the integration of equations for wave propagation in
our anatomical model of the LV, which is the best possible way to account for
anisotropy. In particular, we develop a model on a rectangular domain and repre-
sent anisotropy and the LV shape by means of parameter changes. Second, we vary
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the geometry and anisotropy parameters to study how the rotation of the fibre ori-
entation affects wave propagation and show that rotational anisotropy accelerates
the spread of electrical excitation in the heart.
3.2 Total fibre angle α as a measure for anisotropy
Overall, we can consider the anatomical model as a map from a rectangular domain
γ0 ≤ γ ≤ γ1; 0 ≤ ψ ≤ pi/2; 0 ≤ φ < 2pi to the shape of LV with anisotropy
explicitly given by Eqs. (2.43)–(2.45). The total fibre rotation angle ∆α1 is defined
as the difference between the epicardial and endocardial helix angles α1 measured
at the LV basal zone ψ = pi/8 (see [105] for details). It can be varied by changing
the values of the parameters γ0 and γ1:
α1(γ
∗, ψ∗) =
(
p̂,prnv
)∣∣
γ=γ∗,ψ=ψ∗,φ=0,
∆α1(γ0, γ1) = α1(γ1, pi/8)− α1(γ0, pi/8), (3.1)
where p is the tangent vector to the parallel γ = const, ψ = const at the point
γ = γ∗, ψ = ψ∗, φ = 0 (the geometric model is axisymmetric; therefore the
choice of φ is arbitrary); n is the normal vector to the epicardium passing through
the same point; v is the fibre direction vector (it is defined by Eq. (2.43)–(2.45));
pr is the projection operator; and (û,w) denotes the angle between the vectors u
andw. We have chosen the value ψ = pi/8 because in this case, the total fibre rota-
tion angle changes uniformly enough depending on the values of γ0,1 we use (see
Table 3.2 and section “Parameter values” below). For short, below we will denote
∆α1(γ0, γ1) as α without argument. We use it in the present study to investigate
the effect of fibre rotation on wave propagation in the heart.
3.3 Electrophysiological model
To describe the excitation of cardiac tissue, we use the detailed ionic model for hu-
man ventricular cells from [118,120]. The model uses reaction-diffusion equations
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to describe the evolution of the transmembrane potential u = u(r, t):
∂u
∂t
= div(D gradu)− Iion
Cm
, (3.2)
Iion = IKr+IKs+IK1+Ito+INa+IbNa+ICaL+IbCa+INaK+INaCa+IpCa+IpK .
(3.3)
Here, the intracellular processes are captured by Iion = Iion(r, t), which is the
sum of the ionic transmembrane currents; Cm is the capacitance of the cell mem-
brane. The locally varying diffusion matrix D accounts for myofibre anisotropy.
As in [118], the diffusion matrix D =
(
Dij
)
was computed from the unit vectors
in fibre direction v using formula
Dij = D2δi,j + (D1 −D2)vivj , (3.4)
where D1 and D2 are the diffusion coefficients along and across the fibres and δi,j
is the Kronecker symbol.
3.4 Laplacian in implicit curvilinear coordinates
The Laplacian is an important term in the reaction-diffusion equation as it is
responsible for the modelling of electrical wave spreading. It can be written as
div(D grad f), where f is the transmembrane potential and D is an anisotropic
local diffusion matrix.
Below, we calculate the Laplacian for anisotropic diffusion in the Cartesian
and the special CS.
3.4.1 The Cartesian coordinate system
For an arbitrary diffusion matrix D = Dij
div(D grad f) =
∑
i,j
∂Dji
∂xj
· ∂f
∂xi
+
∑
i,j
Dij
∂2f
∂xi ∂xj
. (3.5)
In consideration of Eq. (3.4), one can write:
div(D grad f) = (D1 −D2) ·
∑
i,j
∂(vivj)
∂xj
· ∂f
∂xi
+
∑
i,j
Dij
∂2f
∂xi ∂xj
. (3.6)
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3.4.2 The curvilinear coordinate system
Here we deduce from Eq. (3.6) the proper form of the Laplacian in the curvilin-
ear coordinates ξ0, ξ1, ξ2. Let us consider vi and f as functions of ξ0, ξ1, ξ2. We
calculate three types of derivatives. First, one has
∂(vivj)
∂xj
=
∂vi
∂xj
· vj + ∂vj
∂xj
· vi, (3.7)
where
∂vi
∂xj
=
∑
k
∂vi
∂ξk
· ∂ξk
∂xj
. (3.8)
Secondly, we evaluate
∂f
∂xi
=
∑
j
∂f
∂ξj
· ∂ξj
∂xi
; (3.9)
and thirdly,
∂2f
∂xi ∂xj
=
∑
k
∂2f
∂xi ∂ξk
· ∂ξk
∂xj
, (3.10)
where
∂2f
∂xi ∂ξk
=
∑
j
∂2f
∂ξk ∂ξj
· ∂ξj
∂xi
. (3.11)
The difficulty now lies in the fact that the functions xj(ξk) define the ξk only
implicitly. To evaluate the necessary derivatives, we need the following matrices:
J = (Jij) =
(
∂ξi
∂xj
)
, (3.12)
W = (Wij) =
(
∂vi
∂xj
)
, S = (Sij) =
(
∂vi
∂ξj
)
, (3.13)
Tk = (T kij) =
(
∂2ξk
∂xi ∂xj
)
, Hk = (Hkij) =
(
∂2xk
∂ξi ∂ξj
)
. (3.14)
The matrices are linked between themselves with the following relations:
W = SJ, (3.15)
T kmp = −
∑
l
Jkl(J
THlJ)mp.
We substitute (3.7), (3.9), (3.11) to (3.6) and get:
div(D grad f) =
∑
k
pk · ∂f
∂ξk
+
∑
k,l
qkl · ∂
2f
∂ξk ∂ξl
,
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where
pk = D2 trT
k + (D1 −D2) ·
(
(Jv)k · tr(SJ) + (JSJv)k + vTTkv
)
, (3.16)
qkl are elements of matrix Q:
Q = JDJT. (3.17)
3.5 Boundary conditions
Let n be a normal vector to one of the LV boundary surfaces. For outer domain
boundaries, we use a no-flux condition on the current.
3.5.1 Isotropic case, cylindrical coordinate system
One can write the boundary condition as
∂f
∂n
(ρ, φ, z) = 0. (3.18)
By the definition of directional derivative and since the normal vector to the LV
boundary lies in our problem always in the corresponding meridional half-plane,
∂f
∂ρ
nρ +
∂f
∂z
nz = 0, (3.19)
where nρ and nz are the normal vector components in the meridional half-plane.
3.5.1.1 The equator
On the equator, nρ = 0, so (3.19) reduces to
∂f
∂z
= 0. (3.20)
3.5.1.2 The epicardium
On the epicardium, nρ = (d+ h) cosψ, nz = −(r+ l)εs, so one can write (3.19)
as
∂f
∂ρ
· (d+ h) cosψ − ∂f
∂z
· (r + l)εs = 0. (3.21)
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Everywhere on the epicardium, except the apex,
∂f
∂ρ
=
(r + l) · εs
(d+ h) · cosψ ·
∂f
∂z
. (3.22)
On the apex, cosψ = 0, εs = ε > 0, so the boundary condition looks like
∂f
∂z = 0.
3.5.1.3 The endocardium
On the endocardium, nρ = d cosψ, nz = −rεs, so (3.19) can be written as
∂f
∂ρ
· d cosψ − ∂f
∂z
· rεs = 0. (3.23)
Everywhere on the endocardium, except the apex,
∂f
∂ρ
=
rεs
d cosψ
· ∂f
∂z
. (3.24)
On the apex of the endocardium, like the epicardium, the boundary condition
is ∂f∂z = 0.
3.5.2 Isotropic case, special coordinate system
In the special CS, we use ∂f∂γ and
∂f
∂ψ . Let us take into account that
∂f
∂ρ
=
∂f
∂γ
· ∂γ
∂ρ
+
∂f
∂ψ
· ∂ψ
∂ρ
(3.25)
and
∂f
∂z
=
∂f
∂γ
· ∂γ
∂z
+
∂f
∂ψ
· ∂ψ
∂z
. (3.26)
3.5.2.1 The equator
Formula (3.20) can be rewritten as
∂f
∂ψ
=
(r + γl) (1− ε)
l
· ∂f
∂γ
. (3.27)
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3.5.2.2 The epicardium
Formula (3.21) becomes
∂f
∂γ
=
l(r + l)εcεs − (d+ h)h sinψ cosψ
(d+ h)2 cos2 ψ + (r + l)2ε2s
· ∂f
∂ψ
. (3.28)
3.5.2.3 The endocardium
Formula (3.23) yields
∂f
∂γ
=
lrεcεs − dh sinψ cosψ
d2 cos2 ψ + r2ε2s
· ∂f
∂ψ
. (3.29)
Note that two last formulae, if ε > 0, cannot have zero values in the denomi-
nators and can be directly applied to the LV apex points.
3.5.3 Anisotropic case, special coordinate system
The boundary condition is
nD grad f = 0, (3.30)
with n, the normal to the LV surface.
3.5.3.1 The epi- and endocardium
Let us write (3.30) in detail:
∑
i,j
niD
ij ∂f
∂xj
= 0;
∑
i,j
(
niD
ij ·
∑
k
∂f
∂ξk
· ∂ξk
∂xj
)
= 0;
∑
k
∑
i,j
niD
ij ∂ξk
∂xj
 · ∂f
∂ξk
= 0;
nTDJγ
∂u
∂γ
+ nTDJψ
∂u
∂ψ
+ nTDJφ
∂u
∂φ
= 0. (3.31)
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Here, Jγ,ψ,φ are columns of derivatives of these special variables by Cartesian
coordinates (see (3.12)):
Jγ =

∂γ/∂x
∂γ/∂y
∂γ/∂z
 ,
and so on.
3.5.3.2 The equator
Let us write (3.30) detailed as the following:
nx(D grad f)x + ny(D grad f)y + nz(D grad f)z = 0. (3.32)
Vector n is collinear to theOz axis, so nx = ny = 0. The equation (3.32) goes
over
(D grad f)z = 0.
Writing down the matrix product:∑
j
D2j
∂f
∂xj
= 0,
we substitute (3.9) to this equation:
∑
k
∑
j
D2j
∂ξk
∂xj
 ∂f
∂ξk
= 0.
Let us express ∂f∂ψ :
∂f
∂ψ
= −
(
D20γx +D
21γy +D
22γz
)
∂f
∂γ +
(
D20φx +D
21φy +D
22φz
)
∂f
∂φ
D20ψx +D21ψy +D22ψz
.
We can calculate the derivatives of γ, φ, ψ by x, y, z:
γx = γρρx = −cosφ
l
; γy = γρρy = − sinφ
l
; γz =
(r + γl)(1− ε)
(d+ γh)l
;
φx = − sinφ
ρ
; φy =
cosφ
ρ
; φz = 0;
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ψx = ψy = 0; ψz = − 1
d+ γh
.
So
∂f
∂ψ
=
1
D22l(r + γl)
·
[(
(D20x+D21y) · (d+ γh)−D22(r + γl)2(1− ε)) ∂f
∂γ
+
+l(d+ γh) · (D20 sinφ−D21 cosφ) ∂f
∂φ
]
. (3.33)
3.6 Numerical scheme for the special coordinate sys-
tem
We developed a numerical procedure that allows us to use the analytical repre-
sentation of cardiac anatomy and anisotropy described in the previous section.
In particular, as our anatomical model is just a map from a rectangular domain
γ0 ≤ γ ≤ γ1; 0 ≤ ψ < pi/2; 0 ≤ φ < 2pi to the shape of LV, we can formu-
late our approach in that rectangular domain. The shape of the heart, as well as
anisotropy, will then be a curvilinear coordinate system (2.40)–(2.42) defined on
that domain. We need to recalculate Eq. (3.2) with no-flux boundary conditions
in those coordinates. The computation presented in previous section results in the
following expression of the diffusion term:
div(D gradu) =
∑
k
pk · ∂u
∂ξk
+
∑
k,l
qkl · ∂
2u
∂ξk ∂ξl
, (3.34)
where ξ1 = γ, ξ2 = ψ, ξ3 = φ, and pk and qkl are coefficients given by the explicit
analytical Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) that depend only on the geometry of the LV and
on the diffusion matrix.
For numerical time integration of the model (2.43)–(2.45), (3.2), (3.3), we use
the explicit Euler method on a discrete grid in the (γ, ψ, φ) space. We initially
use a uniform grid with the γ-indices of the nodes denoted as i = 0, 1, . . . nγ ; the
ψ-indices as j = 0, 1, . . . nψ; and the φ-indices as k = 0, 1, . . . nφ.
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Although this grid is uniform in the (γ, ψ, φ) space, it is essentially non-
uniform because distances between the grid points substantially decrease when ψ
approaches pi/2, which is similar to the situation at the pole in a polar CS. To
account for this problem, we exclude some points from our uniform grid in the
following way. We first choose a threshold value of distance dmin. Then, at γ = γ1
(i.e., at the epicardial surface) and any given ψ = ψj , we calculate the distances
between the node at φ = 0: (γ = γ1, ψ = ψj , φ = 0) and node (γ = γ1, ψ =
ψj , φ = φk). We find minimal k satisfying two conditions: (1) the distance to the
k-node from the node at φ = 0 is more than the threshold value dmin; and (2) k
is a divisor of nφ. We denote this number as Kj (as it depends on ψj). If ψ is far
from pi/2, then Kj = 1 and we use all nodes of our uniform (γi, ψj , φk) grid.
When ψ approaches the value of pi/2, Kj > 1 and we drop all nodes between
(γ = γ1, ψ = ψj , φ = 0) and (γ = γ1, ψ = ψj , φ = Kj), then the next node
will be (γ = γ1, ψ = ψj , φ = 2Kj) etc. Thus, only nodes with the φ-indices 0,
Kj , 2Kj , . . . will be taken for evaluation of the Laplacian. After each time step,
we compute values for all variables of our model in the omitted nodes using linear
interpolation. With this approach, we reduce the number of grid elements in the
φ-direction in the apical region; otherwise, this would have lowered the maximal
time step in our explicit integration scheme.
The no-flux boundary condition in our problem is
nD gradu = 0, (3.35)
where n is a normal to surface. We rewrite this equation in our special CS and
obtain the following expression:
cγ
∂u
∂γ
+ cψ
∂u
∂ψ
+ cφ
∂u
∂φ
= 0, (3.36)
where cγ , cψ , cφ are coefficients given by Eqs. (3.31) and (3.33). In order to satisfy
the boundary condition, we add nodes at the domain boundaries in the following
way. In the special CS, the domain of integration is a rectangle (with periodic
boundary in φ), and at ψ = pi/2 we have a pole (i.e., also no boundary). Therefore,
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we have only three boundaries, namely at γ = γ0 (i.e., i = 0), γ = γ1 (i = nγ),
and ψ = 0 (j = 0). Layers with (−1, j, k), (nγ + 1, j, k), and (i,−1, k) are
added. We then solve equation (3.36) on the three boundary surfaces to find values
in the added nodes. Subsequently, we can compute Laplacian at all other nodes
in the domain using, if necessary, the values in the additional nodes. Due to this
procedure, they will satisfy the boundary conditions.
We have programmed this approach using C in the CodeBlocks IDE, a Mingw
compiler, and Windows 7. The OpenMP technology has been used for paralleliza-
tion, and Paraview and Irfan have been used for visualisation. The formal parame-
ters of our numerical scheme have been given in the methods section above. Such
an approach allows us to compute various regimes of wave propagation in a model
of LV with good representation of boundary conditions and to study various effects
of anisotropy on wave propagation patterns.
3.7 Parameter values and problem to solve
We used the following parameters from [105, Table 2]: the LV equatorial radius
re = 23 mm, the equatorial wall thickness le = 10 mm, the LV cavity depth de =
53 mm, the apical wall thickness he = 7 mm, the conicity-ellipticity parameter
ε = 0.9, and the spiral surface torsion angle φemax = 3pi [105, Fig. 3c]. The
threshold distance between the adjacent nodes dmin was set to 0.3 mm.
Our mesh had a distance of 0.2 to 0.3 mm between the nodes and before the
deletion of the nodes described above had nγ = 40, nψ = 300, nψ = 800. The
diffusion coefficient along the fibres was D1 = 0.3 mm2/ms. The diffusion coef-
ficient across the fibres D2 was varied between different experiments depending
on whether we modeled isotropy or anisotropy.
For point stimulation, we increased the value of the variable u from the resting
potential of −86.2 mV to u = 0 mV at the first time step in small regions located
at three different sites. In the A series, it was a small epicardial region at the apex;
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in the B series, at the centre of LV epicardium; in the C series, at the centre LV
endocardium (see Table 3.1).
Table 3.1: The initial excitation areas
Series γ-indices ψ-indices φ-indices area
A i ≥ nγ − 4 j ≥ nψ − 4 all apical epicardium
B i ≥ nγ − 4 |j − (nψ/2)| ≤ 2 k ≤ 4 central epicardium
C i ≤ 4 |j − (nψ/2)| ≤ 2 k ≤ 4 central endocardium
We studied the effect of the fibre rotation on the spread of excitation. With this
purpose, we generated a series of LV models that differ in the total fibre rotation
angle through the myocardial wall. The parameters of the model are listed in Ta-
ble 3.2. Note that although the values of γ0 and γ1 differ between the models, they
affect only fibre rotation, and the LV geometry is exactly the same for all mod-
els due to the rescaling procedure described in [88, Sec. 1.4]. Also note that the
change in fibre rotation results in the change in fibre angle at the epicardial surface
(see column “α” of Table 3.2).
The time step was equal to 0.005 ms for the isotropical cases and 0.01 ms for
the anisotropical ones.
We considered that a wave came to a node when the potential in the node was
more than −80 mV the first time.
3.8 Numerical results
3.8.1 Activation maps
We applied our approach to study the effect of anisotropy on the spread of excita-
tion in the heart. In particular, we initiated a wave at several locations and studied
how the wave arrival time depended on the two main features of anisotropy. Our
first anisotropy parameter was the ratio of the diffusion coefficients D1:D2 along
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Table 3.2: Dependence of the total fibre angle α on the model parameters γ0,1
Model γ0 γ1 The helix angle near the base at The total fibre
the epicardium the endocardium rotation angle α
1 0.3 0.55 −13◦ 3◦ 16◦
2 0.2 0.7 −40◦ 29◦ 69◦
3 0.1 0.85 −69◦ 64◦ 133◦
4 0 1 −87◦ 87◦ 174◦
and across the fibres. Second, we independently varied the total rotation angle α of
fibres through the myocardial wall. We also compared our results with the spread
of excitation in an isotropic model of the LV where D1 = D2.
Fig. 3.1 shows the wave arrival time after stimulation of the small apical epi-
cardial zone A for ratios D1:D2 equal to 1:0.111 or 1:0.25 (shown at the top of the
figure) and four different rotation angles of the fibres, which are displayed in the
left column. We see that in this first example, all the figures are axisymmetrical,
which is a consequence of the axisymmetric properties of our model and the initial
conditions.
We see that for the low rotation angle (the upper row), the speed of the up-
ward wave propagation for the diffusion coefficient ratio of 1:0.111 is substan-
tially smaller than that for the ratio of 1:0.25. However, if the fibre rotation angle
increases (the lower rows), the difference in the speed between the two anisotropy
ratios decreases. For the rotation angle of 174◦ (the lower row), the excitation pat-
terns for both anisotropy ratios become close to each other. Thus, we observe that
fibre rotation increases the velocity of the spread of excitation and also decreases
the effect of anisotropy.
Let us now consider the case of lateral stimulation for a given ratio of the dif-
fusion coefficients of 1:0.111; the results for epi- and endocardial stimulation are
presented in Figs. 3.2 and 3.4. After epicardial stimulation, the wave initially fol-
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lows the fibre direction. In Fig. 3.2, we note a displacement of the early activation
zones (red) due to the change in fibre direction at the epicardium in our anatomical
model (see column 4 of Table 3.2). However, for endocardial stimulation (Fig. 3.4,
the first column), the shift of the early activation zone (red) on the epicardium is
attenuated by fibre rotation. As in Fig. 3.2, we see that an increase in the rotation
angle causes a decrease in the arrival time. In addition, in the second column in
Fig. 3.2, we see that in both cases, the excitation patterns have a clear V shape on
the surface opposite the stimulation site, which is a mere consequence of the shape
of the heart (see [75, 77]).
Figs. 3.3 and 3.5 show the arrival time after lateral stimulation in a case of
decreased anisotropy, i.e., for a diffusion coefficient ratio of 1:0.25. The excitation
patterns resemble those from Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.4 respectively, with similar effects
of fibre rotation on the epicardial stimulation and V-shaped patterns. Here, we also
observe that an increase in the rotation angle decreases the overall excitation time.
We also note a compensating effect of fibre rotation on the degree of anisotropy.
The difference between the corresponding panels in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3 (and also
Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5) is more pronounced for a lower fibre rotation rate (rotation
angle 16◦).
3.8.2 Average speed of excitation
Now let us quantify the effects of rotation and anisotropy on wave propagation. In
order to do this, we use the following procedure. We group all points of the heart to
bins differing by their “distance” from the stimulation point. We define the distance
as the arrival time from the stimulation to a given point. To calculate the distances,
we perform simulations in which we initiate a wave at the same locations as in
Figs. 3.1–3.5. However, for the isotropic medium, we use a diffusion coefficient
of D1 = D2 = 0.3 mm2/ms. We generate 40 groups in which points differ in the
arrival time by 2 ms. Then we determine the average arrival time for each of these
groups for various anisotropic conditions and compare these arrival times to the
arrival time in the isotropic model. As in the isotropic model, the velocity of wave
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Total fibre 
rotation 
angle α
D1:D2=1:0.111 D1:D2=1:0.25
16°
69°
133°
174°
Figure 3.1: Arrival times, ms, of the waves after point stimulation at the apex for various
values of anisotropy and fibre rotation. The values of anisotropy are shown at the top of the
figure and of the fibre rotation at the left column. For details see table 3.2. Arrival times are
color coded in ms.
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Total fibre 
rotation 
angle α
D1:D2=1:0.111
16°
69°
133°
174°
Figure 3.2: Arrival times, ms, for the waves after point stimulation at the epicardial surface.
Big anisotropy. The notations are the same as in Fig. 3.1
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Total fibre 
rotation 
angle α
D1:D2=1:0.25
16°
69°
133°
174°
Figure 3.3: Arrival times, ms, of the waves after point stimulation at the epicardial surface.
Little anisotropy. The notations are the same as in Fig. 3.1
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Total fibre 
rotation 
angle α
D1:D2=1:0.111
16°
69°
133°
174°
Figure 3.4: Arrival times, ms, of the waves after point stimulation at the endocardial sur-
face. Big anisotropy. The notations are the same as in Fig. 3.1
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Total fibre 
rotation 
angle α
D1:D2=1:0.25
16°
69°
133°
174°
Figure 3.5: Arrival times, ms, of the waves after point stimulation at the endocardial sur-
face. Little anisotropy. The notations are the same as in Fig. 3.1
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A
B
C
Figure 3.6: The arrival times (ms) as a function of the distance from the stimulation point
for the apical (A), epicardial (B) and endocardial (C) stimulation. The distance on the
horizontal axis is measured in ms as the arrival time of the wave in the isotropic model
(see text for more details). The red lines represent numerical experiments for total rotation
angle α = 174◦; the black lines, for α = 16◦; the blue lines for isotropy. The solid lines
correspond to the case D1:D2 = 1:0.111, while the dashed lines correspond to the case
D1:D2 = 1:0.25. The vertical segments display minimal and maximal arrival times in each
group of nodes. The average, min, max arrival times are displayed on the leftmost panels
for D1:D2 = 1:0.111, and in the middle column for D1:D2 = 1:0.25. The right column
compares the average arrival times.
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propagation in all directions is the same, this dependence gives us the dependence
of the wave arrival time on the distance from the stimulation point. The results are
shown in Fig. 3.6.
In Fig. 3.6, the red lines correspond to α = 174◦ and the black lines correspond
to α = 16◦ fibre rotation angle in the LV wall. The fact that the red lines are always
located below the black lines shows that the increase of the fibre rotation angle
results in faster wave propagation.
Also, all solid lines correspond to D1:D2 = 1:0.111, while dashed lines cor-
respond to D1:D2 = 1:0.25. If we now compare the solid and dashed lines of the
same color (third column in Fig. 3.6), we see that the red lines are closer to each
other than the black lines. This indicates that in presence of higher fibre rotation
rotation (the red lines) the decrease of D2 (i.e., solid vs. dashed) has a smaller ef-
fect on the arrival time. This once again illustrates that anisotropy is compensated
for by the rotation of the fibres.
In addition, we see in Fig. 3.6 that the red lines always have a less steep slope
than the corresponding black lines. As going from black to red shows an increase
in fibre rotation, we can conclude that the increase in rotation makes propagation
faster in all cases.
Scroll wave dynamics
We have also studied scroll wave dynamics for the same values of anisotropy and
fibre rotation. We generated a single scroll wave located approximately at the mid-
dle between the apex and the base of the ventricle and studied its behavior for
different model parameters γ0, γ1 andD1 : D2. We found that anisotropy substan-
tially affects the dynamics of scroll waves. In all cases, the increase in the fibre
rotation angle results in a decrease in the period of scroll wave rotation (Fig. 3.7).
We see that for D1 : D2 = 1 : 0.25, when the fibre rotation angle α is in-
creased from 16◦ to 174◦, the period drops significantly, from 277 to 257 ms.
For D1 : D2 = 1 : 0.111, we see similar dependency. In addition, the period for
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the same rotation angle for D1 : D2 = 1 : 0.111 was slightly longer than for
D1 : D2 = 1 : 0.25.
The scroll wave dynamics was also substantially affected by the anisotropy. In
all cases, we observed a drift of the filament (Fig. 3.8). The drift always had two
components, both in the vertical (ψ) and circumferential (φ) directions. The total
velocity of drift (Fig. 3.9A) was very small, about 1 mm/s, which is about 0.2 mm
per rotation; however, the drift was monotonic and persistent. The value of velocity
had no clear relationship with the rotation angle; for D1 : D2 = 1 : 0.25, we
see some tendency for velocity decrease with an increase in fibre rotation, while
for D1 : D2 = 1 : 0.111, the dependency is strongly non-monotonic and it is
maximal for the intermediate values of the fibre rotation angle. The drift direction
can be seen from the sign of the vertical and horizontal components of the velocity
(Figs. 3.9B, C). Here again, the direction is affected by the rotation angle; however,
we also did not find any clear tendency for either drift to the apex or base of the
heart depending on the rotation angle.
For D1 : D2 = 1 : 0.25, the initial scroll wave was always stable and did not
break down to multiple scroll waves. For D1 : D2 = 1 : 0.111, we did observe
formation of the additional sources of excitation. However, in most cases, they ap-
peared simultaneously at a substantial distance from the initial filament and not as
a result of filament buckling and breakup due to rotational anisotropy in the way
it was reported in [30]. The onset of new sources had a clear correlation with the
fibre rotation angle (Fig. 3.10). We did not observe any instabilities for small and
big α (models 1 and 4 in Table 3.2, Figs. 3.10A, D), however, for intermediate and
large values of α (Figs. 3.10B, C), we observed new sources, and their number
increased with the increase of the fibre rotation angle (compare panels B and C).
Note that cases presented in panels B and C correspond to the largest drift veloci-
ties of a scroll wave; thus, the onset of secondary filaments may be related to the
filament drift.
We have also studied change in filament shape over time. For small values of
total fibre angle α, the filament remained transmural, nearly straight, and stable.
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This case is shown in Fig. 3.10A. For intermediate α equal to 69◦ and 133◦, the
filament not only drifted faster but also deformed to a transmural S or L-shape
(Fig. 3.10B). For larger values of α, the filament again had a nearly straight shape
(Fig. 3.10D).
Figure 3.7: Scroll wave rotation period T , ms, as a function of total fibre rotation angle α,
deg.
3.9 Discussion
We developed an anatomical model of the LV of the human heart using a special
CS (γ, ψ, φ) which gives an explicit analytical map from a rectangular domain to
the heart shape and fibre orientation field. This allowed us to represent the heart’s
geometry on a rectangular grid and explicitly write expressions for boundary con-
ditions. This approach may be helpful for studies of any phenomena in which
boundary effects are of great importance.
One important feature of our model is the possibility to change the properties
of anisotropy. The most significant characteristic of LV anisotropy is the rotation
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Figure 3.8: Potential, mV, on the LV surface during scroll wave rotation (left) and tip tra-
jectory for D1 : D2 = 1 : 0.111 (red line) and for D1 : D2 = 1 : 0.25 (black line) (right).
The results are shown for model 2 (γ0 = 0.2, γ1 = 0.7, see text and Table 3.2 for details).
of myocardial fibres through the myocardial wall. We can change the degree of
this rotation in a consistent way and study its effect on normal and abnormal wave
propagation in the heart. We studied its effect on wave propagation when the initial
stimulation area was located at the apex and on the lateral epi- and endocardium
of the LV. We found that the rotation of myocardial fibres accelerates the spread
of excitation waves in the heart, which was explicitly demonstrated using models
with different fibre rotation angles. This acceleration of wave propagation was dis-
cussed in [129]; it occurs because the wave can propagate with maximal speed in
more directions with a larger rotation angle, which results in an overall faster wave
propagation. Note that if the rotation angle is 2pi or more, propagation with maxi-
mal speed will be possible in any direction, and in the limit of a large medium, the
arrival time will be the same as in an isotropic medium with the velocity given by
the velocity along the fibre [129]. We were able to demonstrate this in an anatom-
ical setup in which we explicitly changed the rotation of the fibres, while in [129]
it was made for a single anisotropy configuration.
Young and Panfilov considered in paper [129] wave propagation for various
values of fibre rotation. However, in the simulations the tissue was represented as
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Figure 3.9: Velocity of scroll wave filament drift for the simulation of 8 s. Average filament
velocity Vc, mm/s (A). Velocity components multiplied by 1000, per second: latitudinal com-
ponent vψ (B) and longitudinal component vφ (C).
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Figure 3.10: Scroll wave filaments in the LV model. The anisotropy ratio is D1 : D2 = 1 :
0.111. Panels A, B, C, D: models 1, 2, 3, 4 (see Table 3.2), fibre rotation angle in the LV
wall increases from panel A to panel D. The epicarduim (semitransparent colored surface;
color denotes height from the red base to the purple apex), the endocardium (opaque white
meshy surface), and filaments (black lines and dots).
a simple rectangular 3-D slab in which the fibres were located in the planes parallel
to the upper slab surface.
We considered more realistic ventricular architecture and morphology that in-
cludes the following features:
1. A more realistic method for the fibre rotation angle around the axes [88], so
called “Japanese-fan arrangement” [105]; and
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2. A realistic change of the fibre rotation angle values due to the displacement
of the transmural axis from the LV apex to the base [88].
As in [129], our model also shows the faster excitation propagation with an
increase in the fibre rotation angle and a decrease in the anisotropy.
In addition to studies on the effects of fibre rotation, our model can be used
to investigate the possible contribution of the LV geometry to the propagation of
the excitation waves. In particular, in certain forms of heart disease (e.g. dilated
and hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, eccentric and concentric cardiac hypertrophy,
etc. [92, chapter 8]), the shape of the ventricle becomes more spherical and the
thickness of the wall also increases. Such changes in geometry can easily be ac-
commodated in our model.
In general, the study of the effects of the LV geometry on excitation seems
to be of great importance because many cardiac pathologies tightly correlate with
changes in the LV geometrical characteristics. The LV becomes more dilated near
the apex and thicker near the base during stress-induced (“Takotsubo”) cardiomy-
opathy, or transient apical ballooning syndrome [92, chapter 8]. Such remodelling
of the LV geometry might be mimicked in similar mathematical models via the fit-
ting of the geometric parameters values to account for the LV shape of a particular
pathology.
The results of our simulations can potentially be verified by direct measure-
ments of wave propagation on the whole heart preparations, such as [107]. Note,
however, that another factor important for overall excitation of the heart is the
Purkinje conduction system. In order to compare experiments with our simula-
tions, such measurements should be performed after chemical ablation of the Purk-
inje system, for example by using Lugol solution [27].
Another potentially interesting application of this approach may be its appli-
cation in studies on the debrillation of cardiac tissue, in which case tissue texture
and boundary conditions are also of key importance [51]. However, a bi-domain
representation of cardiac tissue must be used for defibrillation [21, 43, 51], which
does not fall under our present scope. Nonetheless, the extension of our approach
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for such cases is straightforward. The formulae for the diffusion term (3.34) and
for the boundary conditions (3.36) can be directly used for representation of the
bi-domain equations in the special CS. Then, the finite difference problem can be
formulated in the same way as in our case and can be solved using any existing
method (see [126]).
A second set of results in this paper concerns the dynamics of transmural scroll
waves. The negative correlation found for the rotation period versus fibre rotation
angle α in Fig. 3.7 is different from the observations in [91] made by Qu et al., who
observed an increasing period with a faster fibre rotation rate. Note, however, that
their simulations used in-plane fibre rotation, while we work with a 3-D ventricular
geometry. Both complementary cases can be qualitatively explained on geometri-
cal grounds. In [91], the period was only affected by fibre rotation, which causes
negative intrinsic curvature R of the associated curved space [129]. By its defi-
nition, negative geometrical curvature represents a saddle-like space with positive
angular deficit. More specifically, in a space with curvature R, the circumference
C of a circle (ball) with small radius r amounts to [60]
C ≈ 2pir
(
1− Rr
2
12
)
. (3.37)
As the spiral tip in each cross-section needs to travel along a larger closed path of
length C before completing a period, negative R is expected to increase the rota-
tion period. Therefore, the trend found in [91] can be expected if the fibre rotation
is the main determinant of the rotation period. In our present model, however, a
transmural filament consists of spiral waves’ tips in different layers of constant
depth γ. These γ-surfaces are sphere-like and therefore have positive R. Thus,
under normal excitability, the sphericity of the LV will decrease the rotation pe-
riod [24, 132]. We conclude that in general, the rotation period of scroll waves in
the heart may decrease or increase with increasing fibre rotation angle α, depend-
ing on the relative strengths of the competing effects of the fibre rotation rate and
the extrinsic curvature (sphericity) of the LV cavity.
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Regarding the non-monotonic dependence of filament drift velocity versus to-
tal rotation angle, we first note that the creation of secondary filaments in the
regime of intermediate α is consistent with the clinical or experimental picture
of a “mother rotor” during cardiac arrhythmias [99, 116]. In such a scenario, the
primary filament (mother rotor) remains stable and creates secondary sources that
further disturb the electrical excitation of the heart, leading to cardiac arrest. In our
simulations, we also see a similar situation with a stable mother rotor, which was
always sustained until the end of the simulation time, and secondary excitation
sources induced at some distance from it.
In this thesis, we studied wave propagation due to point stimulation and scroll
waves. Other important wave propagation regimes include various types of scroll
waves and turbulent patterns [70, 71, 73, 82]. It was shown that heterogeneity [80,
97] and anisotropy [72, 76, 122] of the tissue are significant factors determining
the dynamics of these sources. The effect of heterogeneity on the dynamics of
spiral waves was also studied in a series of papers by Shajahan, Sinha and co-
authors [62, 102–104]. In particular, in [102] they showed that some changes in
the position, size, and shape of a conduction inhomogeneity can transform a single
rotating spiral to spiral breakup or vice versa. Since our model provides tools for
changing anisotropic properties and allows one to add heterogeneity, these effects
can also be studied using our approach.
3.A TNNP model equations
∂V/∂t = −Iion + Istim
Cm
+
1
ρxSxCm
Vxx +
1
ρySyCm
Vyy (3.38)
Iion = INa + IK1 + Ito + IKr + IKs + ICaL + INaCa+
+INaK + IpCa + IpK + IbCa + IbNa (3.39)
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Reversal potentials
EX =
RT
zF
log
Xo
Xi
for X = Na+,K+, Ca2+ (3.40)
EKs =
RT
F
log
Ko + pKNaNao
Ki + pKNaNai
(3.41)
Fast Na+ current
INa = GNam
3hj(V − ENa) (3.42)
m∞ =
1
(1.+ e(−56.86−V )/9.03)2
(3.43)
αm =
1
1.+ e(−60.−V )/5.
(3.44)
βm =
0.1
1.+ e(V+35.)/5.
+
0.1
1.+ e(V−50.)/200.
(3.45)
τm = αmβm (3.46)
h∞ =
1
(1.+ e(V+71.55)/7.43)2
(3.47)
αh =
0 if V ≥ −40,0.057e−(V+80.)/6.8 if V < −40. (3.48)
βh =

0.77
0.13(1.+e−(V+10.66)/11.1) if V ≥ −40,
2.7e0.079V + 3.1× 105e0.3485V if V < −40.
(3.49)
τh =
1
αh + βh
(3.50)
j∞ =
1
(1.+ e(V+71.55)/7.43)2
(3.51)
αj =
0 if V ≥ −40,(−2.5428×104e0.2444V −6.948×10−6e−0.04391V )(V+37.78)
1.+e0.311(V+79.23)
if V < −40.
(3.52)
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βj =

0.6e0.057V
1.+e−0.1(V+32.) if V ≥ −40,
0.02424e−0.01052V
1.+e−0.1378(V+40.14) if V < −40.
(3.53)
τj =
1
αj + βj
(3.54)
L-type Ca2+ current
ICaL = GCaLdffCa4
V F 2
RT
Caie
2V F/RT − 0.341Cao
e2V F/RT − 1 (3.55)
d∞ =
1
1.+ e(−5.−V )/7.5
(3.56)
αd =
1.4
1.+ e(−35−V )/13
+ 0.25 (3.57)
βd =
1.4
1.+ e(vv+5)/5
(3.58)
γd =
1
1.+ e(50−vv)/20
(3.59)
τd = αdβd + γd (3.60)
f∞ =
1
1.+ e(V+20.)/7.
(3.61)
τf = 1125e
−(V+27)2/240 + 80 +
165
1 + e(25−V )/10
(3.62)
αfca =
1.
1.+ (Cai/0.000325)8
(3.63)
βfca =
0.1
1.+ e(Cai−0.0005)/0.0001
(3.64)
γfca =
0.2
1.+ e(Cai−0.00075)/0.0008
(3.65)
fCa∞ =
αfca + βfca + γfca + 0.23
1.46
(3.66)
τfCa = 2 (3.67)
˙fCa = k
fCa∞ − fCa
τfCa
(3.68)
k =
0 if fCa∞ > fCa and V > −60mV ,1 otherwise. (3.69)
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Transient outward current
Ito = Gtors(V − EK) (3.70)
For all cell types:
r∞ =
1
1.+ e(20−V )/6.
(3.71)
τr = 9.5e
−(V+40)2/1800 + 0.8 (3.72)
For epicardial and M cells:
s∞ =
1
1.+ e(V+20)/5
(3.73)
τs = 85.e
−(V+45)2/320 +
5
1.+ e(V−20.)/5.
+ 3 (3.74)
For endocardial cells:
s∞ =
1
1.+ e(V+28)/5.
(3.75)
τs = 1000e
−(V+67)2/1000 + 8 (3.76)
Slow delayed rectifier current
IKs = GKsx
2
s(V − EKs) (3.77)
xs∞ =
1
1.+ e(−5.−V )/14.
(3.78)
αxs =
1100.√
1.+ e(−10.−V )/6
(3.79)
βxs =
1
1.+ e(V−60.)/20.
(3.80)
τxs = αxsβxs (3.81)
Rapid delayed rectifier current
IKr = GKr
√
Ko
5.4
xr1xr2(V − EK) (3.82)
xr1∞ =
1
1.+ e(−26.−V )/7.
(3.83)
αxr1 =
450.
1.+ e(−45.−V )/10.
(3.84)
βxr1 =
6.
1.+ e(V+30.)/11.5
(3.85)
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τxr1 = αxr1βxr1 (3.86)
xr2∞ =
1
1.+ e(V+88.)/24.
(3.87)
αxr2 =
3.
1.+ e(−60.−V )/20.
(3.88)
βxr2 =
1.12
1.+ e(V−60.)/20.
(3.89)
τxr2 = αxr2βxr2 (3.90)
Inward rectifier K+ current
IK1 = GK1
√
Ko
5.4
xK1∞(V − EK), (3.91)
αK1 =
0.1
1.+ e0.06(V−EK−200)
(3.92)
βK1 =
3.e0.0002(V−EK+100) + e0.1(V−EK−10)
1.+ e−0.5(V−EK)
(3.93)
xK1∞ =
αK1
αK1 + βK1
(3.94)
Na+/Ca2+ exchanger current
INaCa = kNaCa
eγV FRT Na
3
iCao − e (γ−1)V FRT Na3oCaiα
(K3mNai +Na
3
o)(KmCa + Cao)(1 + ksate
(γ−1)V F
RT )
(3.95)
Na+/K+ pump current
INaK = PNaK
Ko
Ko +KmK
· Nai
Nai +KmNa
×
× 1
1 + 0.1245e−0.1V F/RT + 0.0353e−V F/RT
(3.96)
IpCa current
IpCa = GpCa
Cai
Cai +KpCa
(3.97)
IpK current
IpK = GpK
V − EK
1.+ e(25−V )/5.98
(3.98)
Background currents
IbNa = GbNa(V − ENa) (3.99)
IbCa = GbCa(V − ECa) (3.100)
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Calcium dynamics
Ileak = Vleak(CaSR − Cai) (3.101)
Iup =
Vmaxup
1 +K2up/Ca
2
i
(3.102)
Irel = (arel
Ca2SR
b2rel + Ca
2
SR
+ crel)dg (3.103)
g∞ =

1
1.+(Cai/0.00035)6 if Cai <= 0.00035,
1
1.+(Cai/0.00035)16 if Cai > 0.00035.
(3.104)
τg = 2ms (3.105)
g˙ = k
g∞ − g
τg
(3.106)
k =
0 if g∞ > g and V > −60mV ,1 otherwise. (3.107)
Caibufc =
Cai×Bufc
Cai+Kbufc
(3.108)
dCaitotal/dt =− ICaL + IbCa + IpCa − 2INaCa
2VcF
+ Ileak − Iup + Irel
(3.109)
Casrbufsr =
Casr ×Bufsr
Casr +Kbufsr
(3.110)
dCaSRtotal/dt =
Vc
Vsr
(−Ileak + Iup − Irel) (3.111)
Sodium and potassium dynamics
dNai/dt = −INa + IbNa + 3INaK + 3INaCa
VcF
(3.112)
dKi/dt = −IK1 + Ito + IK − 2INaK + IpK + Istim − Iax
VcF
(3.113)
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4
Studying the drift of scroll waves in an
anisotropic LV model
4.1 Introduction
The results described in this chapter were submitted to the Biomed Research In-
ternational Journal (Hindawi) [90].
Scroll waves are rotating patterns of activity that are found in excitable media
of a physical, chemical and biological nature. One of the most important appli-
cations is scroll waves occurring in cardiac tissue, as they underlie the onset of
dangerous cardiac arrhythmias [38]. It is extremely important to understand the
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factors underlying the dynamics of scroll waves in the heart, as they determine the
type of cardiac arrhythmia [38]. For example, it has been shown that the drift of
scroll waves underlies the onset of polymorphic ventricular tachycardia [38].
Several factors can induce drift of scroll waves in the heart. Among them are
the anisotropy of cardiac tissue and the shape of the cardiac wall. It was shown for
two-dimensional spiral waves on curved anisotropic surfaces [25] that the combi-
nation of shape and anisotropy factors results in a drift at a fixed angle with respect
to the gradient of the intrinsic curvature of the surface.
For scroll waves, there are additional purely three-dimensional effects which
are also likely to contribute to their dynamics in the heart. In particular, it has
been shown that the scroll waves drift if their filaments are curved in space and,
moreover, the filament length changes monotonically [13], yielding two distinct
regimes [79]. In media with positive filament tension, filament shortens and guar-
antees the linear stability of the filament shape, whereas in media with negative
filament tension, filament length increases [13, 79]. Such dynamics of filaments
are very important, as they can potentially lead to the onset of turbulence [4, 13].
Theoretical approaches have also demonstrated that the three-dimensional filament
shape is an important determinant of its drift [26, 28, 50]. However, the drift of a
scroll wave filament has so far only been studied in simple rectangular geome-
tries. The only studied effect of anisotropy on three-dimensional dynamics is the
possible break-up of scroll waves [29, 78].
Recently, we have developed a model of the human heart LV. This model cor-
rectly describes the shape and myofibre rotation of the LV [88, 89]. The model
is formulated analytically, allowing researchers to modify the LV shape and fibre
orientation in a continuous and controlled way. Using it, we can study the effects
of shape, anisotropy and the thickness of the cardiac wall on various types of wave
dynamics in the heart.
In this chapter, we apply our anatomical LV for the study of scroll wave dynam-
ics. We investigate how scroll wave filament dynamics is affected by the anisotropy
ratio, thickness of myocardial wall, LV shape and filament tension. We identify the
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attractors of filament motion and discuss the possible mechanisms which can ac-
count for the observed phenomena.
4.2 Methods
Reaction kinetics. We used the AP model [2] for cardiac cells and a monodomain
description for three-dimensional cardiac tissue:
u˙ = −ku(u− a)(u− 1)− uv + div(D gradu), (4.1)
v˙ = η(u)(8u− v), (4.2)
where η(u) = 0.1 if u > a and η(u) = 1 otherwise. To model anisotropic con-
duction along the cardiac myofibres, a uniaxially anisotropic diffusion tensor D is
included, with Cartesian components Dij(~r) = Daδij + (Df − Da)vi(~r)vj(~r),
i, j = 1, 2, 3. Thereby, the diffusion is maximal and equal to Df along the myofi-
bre direction with unit tangent ~v, and equal toDa < Df in the transverse direction.
At the medium boundaries, no-flux conditions ~n · D · gradu = 0 were imposed
with the local normal vector ~n.
To investigate the effect of filament tension γ1, the value of the parameter a
was varied. Note that γ1 can be easily measured in silico by adding the small
convection term ~E · grad(u) to Eq. (4.1) in two dimensions and measuring the
spiral wave drift. For the values of a = 0.03 and a = 0.08, we respectively found
γ1 = 0.29 and γ1 = −0.49, corresponding to the positive and negative filament
tension regimes.
Geometrical model. Our anatomical LV model exhibits axisymmetry and uses
a variant of spherical coordinates, where φ ∈ [0, 2pi] indicates longitude and ψ ∈
[0, pi/2] is the downward inclination angle (latitude) with respect to the equatorial
plane. The cardiac apex lies at ψ = pi/2. The transmural position is parameterized
by γ ∈ [γendo, γepi] ⊂ [0, 1]. Explicitly, the curvilinear coordinates (γ, ψ, φ) relate
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to the cylindrical coordinates (ρ, ϕ, z) as [88]:
ρ(γ, ψ) = (rb + γl)(ε cosψ + (1− ε)(1− sinψ)), (4.3)
ϕ = φ, (4.4)
z(γ, ψ) = (zb + γh)(1− sinψ), (4.5)
where rb is the LV internal (endocardial) radius at the cardiac base, l is the basal
ring thickness, zb is the LV cavity depth and h is the wall thickness at the apex. The
dimensionless ε ∈ [0, 1] determines the LV sphericity between conical (ε = 0)
and ellipsoidal (ε = 1). Further details of the geometry and the construction of
myofibre direction can be found in [88, 89].
Parameter sets. Every time unit in our model corresponds to 20 ms, and diffu-
sion coefficients are chosen such that one space unit in our model corresponds to
1 mm. Throughout the simulations, the following geometry parameters were kept
constant: longitudinal diffusion Df = 12, full LV height zb + h = 60 mm and
equatorial wall thickness l = 12 mm. We used two forms of the LV: sphere-like
with ε = 0.99, rb + l = zb + h = 60 mm and the normal form with ε = 0.85,
rb = 21 mm.
In different simulations, we varied apical thickness between 6 and 18 mm in
steps of 2 mm. The transverse diffusion Da was chosen from {1.33, 4, 12}, such
that the ratio of longitudinal and transverse wave velocities varied between 3 : 1
and 1 : 1.
Numerical methods. The mesh used was a rectangular lattice in the coordinates
(γ, ψ, φ) with the size Nγ × Nψ × Nφ = 13 × 94 × 256. Time integration was
implemented using the Euler method [89] with time step dt = 1.666 × 10−3 ms.
Since the mesh is highly non-uniform in Cartesian coordinates, we gradually de-
creased the number Nφ of circumferential grid points when approaching the apex
as detailed in [89]. Therefore, the mesh we used had non-constant distances be-
tween adjacent nodes. We numerically integrated the system until time T = 80 s
or longer, until we saw the established dynamics of the filament.
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The program was written in C language, with OpenMP parallelization, com-
piled with GCC. Simulations were performed on two supercomputers under Sci-
entific Linux 6.
During the simulations, the position of the scroll wave tip was recorded by
finding the intersections of the iso-surfaces u = 0.5, v = 0.5 using the method
of [29]. In every layer of constant γ, a sliding average of tip position over two
rotations yielded the approximate filament position. In our two-dimensional rep-
resentations, the filament position is averaged over γ to obtain a mean filament
position. Visualization of the results was done in Paraview, SharpEye and Matlab.
4.3 Results
We generated heart geometries of two shapes: elliptical (ε = 0.85), based on the
measurement of the human heart [105], and spherical (ε = 0.99), which mimics
the change of heart shape in the case of eccentric and concentric cardiac hypertro-
phy (see chapter 8 in [92]). We have also varied the thickness at the apex of the
heart and the degree of anisotropy and excitability. We studied how each of these
factors affected the dynamics of a scroll wave.
Fig. 4.1 shows typical examples of the dynamics of a scroll wave in our model.
The scroll wave was initiated at a central location slightly closer to the apex of
the heart (Fig. 4.1a). Depending on the geometry of our model and the anisotropy
of cardiac tissue, we observed drift of the scroll wave either towards the base of
the heart (Fig. 4.1b) or towards the apical region (Fig. 4.1c). In both cases, the
vertical motion stabilizes at some distance from the base (apex) and the scroll
wave continues a circumferential rotation.
In the next section, we discuss in detail the type of this motion and its depen-
dency on the model geometry and tissue anisotropy.
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a)
b)
Figure 4.1: Drift of a scroll wave in an anisotropic model of the human ventricle. a) Initial
position of a scroll wave on the epicardial surface after t = 1 s for h = 10, ε = 0.85,
Da = 2. b) Tip trajectories (black) and filament (yellow) on the mid-myocardial surface.
The arrows show the drift direction. The left panel shows the drift for the apical thickness
h = 6mm; the right panel shows the same for h = 18mm. Simulations for the normal LV
shape (ε = 0.85), with anisotropy Da = 4 and high excitability (a = 0.03).
4.3.1 Filament attractors and their relation to the geometry
and anisotropy
We will characterize the position of the filament by a thickness-averaged (i.e.
mean) position and represent it as a point in ψ, φ coordinates. Furthermore, since
our LV model is axisymmetric, we deal with a system
ψ˙ = vψ(ψ), φ˙ = vφ(ψ). (4.6)
Therefore, the zeros of vψ(ψ) determine vertical positions ψ∗(latitude) where
filaments stabilize. In our simulations, we found that filaments after stabiliza-
tion of their ψ coordinate exhibit residual circumferential drift, since generally
vφ(ψ∗) 6= 0.
4.3.1.1 Drift for positive filament tension
Fig. 4.2 shows the mean filament position after stabilization for the case of posi-
tive filament tension (a = 0.03). In all cases, we saw that the filament stabilized at
some distance from the apex (or base), after which it continued to drift circumfer-
entially.
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The vertical axis of Fig. 4.2 shows the latitude of this attractor, with ψ = 0
corresponding to the base of the heart and ψ = pi/2 ≈ 1.57, to the base of the
heart. We performed simulations for a heart of a spherical shape (panel a) and
normal LV form (panel b) for two initial conditions. The apical thickness h is
shown on the horizontal axis. The basal thickness is always 12 mm; thus, when
h < 12 mm, the base is thicker than the apex, and when h > 12 mm, the apex is
thicker than the base.
General theoretical considerations predict that in the case of positive filament
tension, which we have for a = 0.03, the filament tends to approach the region
with the smallest wall thickness [13, 79].
From Fig. 4.2, we indeed see that for almost all parameter values, the filaments
tend to approach the region of smaller thickness: when h < 12 mm, it moves
towards the apex, and if h > 12 mm, it drifts towards the base. However, in all
cases, the filament does not approach the thinnest region and stops at some distance
from it. We also see a large transition zone around h = 12 mm. Here, the filament
stops at a substantial distance from the region with the minimal thickness.
Fig. 4.2 also shows the dependency of the final position of the filament on the
initial position of the scroll: the red lines show results for a scroll initially located
close to the apex and blue lines for a scroll initially located close to the base. We
see that in most of the cases, the final position of the scroll wave does not depend
on the initial conditions; however, for h = 16 or 18 mm and D = 1.33, we have
a substantial change of the position: in those cases, if the scroll is initiated close
to the apex, it approaches the apex, independently on its thickness, and this result
holds for both a spherical and normal shape of the LV. We performed additional
studies for this case and found that scroll waves initially located at latitude ψ < 0.7
were drifting to the base, and for ψ > 0.9, they were drifting to the apex (not
shown).
Now, let us try to separate the effects of different components of filament dy-
namics. First, we characterize the effect of the shape of the ventricle on the final
position of the filament. If we compare the final position of the filament for both
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geometries, we find that in a spherical shape, the filament is closer to the region of
smaller thickness: for example, for h = 16 mm for all anisotropy ratios, the fila-
ment for a spherical LV shape is located closer to the base than for a normal shape
(ψ = 0.35 vs. ψ = 0.4), and for h = 6 mm, the filament for the spherical LV shape
is located closer to the apex than for a normal shape (ψ = 1.45 vs. ψ = 1.2). We
also see that the transition from the apical to basal location was more gradual for
the normal shape than for the spherical shape.
Secondly, let us consider the effect of anisotropy. We see that for both shapes
and all anisotropy ratios, an increase in the anisotropy ratio results in shifts of the
filament towards the apex. Once again, the effect is more substantial for a normal
shape, especially for 8 mm≤ h ≤ 12 mm. For a spherical shape, we also see a shift
of the position to the apex, but the effect here is minimal. Thus, anisotropy in our
case tends to move the filament towards the apex.
Next, we characterize the trajectory of a scroll wave after approaching the at-
tractor. In all cases, the scroll wave stabilizes at some latitude ψ = ψ∗ and then
performs a rotational motion around the axisymmetric LV. Fig. 4.3 shows the ve-
locity of this motion for a spherical (Fig. 4.3 a) and normal shape (Fig. 4.3 b) with
negative velocity accounting for a counterclockwise direction. Note that in all sim-
ulations, the rotation of scroll wave itself was always counterclockwise (as shown
in Fig. 4.1), and if the rotation direction of the scroll were changed, all veloci-
ties shown in Fig. 4.3 would also change their signs. We see that for a thick apex
h > 14 mm (i.e. when the scroll approaches the base of the heart) in both cases,
the rotation is counterclockwise and its velocity increases with the increase in the
anisotropy. For a thin apex h < 8 mm (i.e. when the scroll approaches the apex of
the heart), the velocity is slower and it exhibits a more complex dependency on the
anisotropy. For the normal shape, we see that in the isotropic case, the scroll wave
rotates clockwise around the LV. When the anisotropy increases, the velocity of
motion decreases and becomes negative for strong anisotropy; that is, the drift mo-
tion of a spiral wave around the LV changes to counterclockwise. For the spherical
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Figure 4.2: Final position ψ∗ of the filament for the spherical and normal LV shape in the
case of positive filament tension (a = 0.03). The blue line shows the results of simulations
for initial scroll location at the centre of the LV and the red line for the initial location close
to the apex. The X-axis shows the apical thickness h, the Y -axis is the ψ coordinate. The
LV base has ψ = 0, the apex has ψ = pi/2. Different lines styles correspond to different
anisotropy ratios.
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shape in most of the cases, rotation is always clockwise and the dependency on the
anisotropy is much smaller.
4.3.1.2 Drift for negative filament tension
Fig. 4.4 shows the mean filament position after stabilization for the case of negative
filament tension (a = 0.08). General theoretical considerations predict that in the
case of negative filament tension, the length of the filament grows and it may lead
to the onset of a spatio-temporal chaos [4, 13].
From Fig. 4.4, we see that we almost never obtain a break-up of the scrolls
for these parameter values, and in most cases, the filament stabilizes either at the
apex or base. Let us consider first the results for the spherical geometry. We see
that the filament drifts to the regions with the thicker wall, and the situation here
is somewhat opposite from that for Fig. 4.2. Indeed, for the apical thickness h >
14 mm, the scroll for most of the cases approaches the apex, and for h > 8 mm,
it most often approaches the base. However, we note a substantial dependency on
the initial conditions. If the initial position of the scroll wave is close to the apex
(red lines), they are more likely to drift to the apex. If, however, the initial scroll
wave is closer to the base (blue lines), the filament may drift to the base even if the
base is thinner (see e.g. the case h = 14, Da = 12, blue line).
Secondly, for the normal shape, we see almost no dependency on the LV thick-
ness. For most parameter values, the scroll wave approaches the apex. However,
for Da = 12 (blue line), it stays at the base for all values of h. It is also difficult
to find a clear dependency of the attractor location on the shape of the ventricle.
Overall, in most of the cases shown in Fig. 4.4, the scroll wave tends to approach
the apex. However, in few cases, as for example h = 18, Da = 12, we observe
that in the spherical geometry, the filaments tend to move towards the apex, while
for the normal geometry, it approaches the base (blue line). As we have never seen
the opposite situation, we can conclude that for a spherical shape, there is a slight
preference for the scroll wave to move to the apex compared to the normal shape.
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Figure 4.3: Residual circumferential speed of the drifting filament after stabilization at the
attractors ψ = ψ∗ shown in Fig. 4.2 for the cases of the spherical (top) and the normal
LV shape (bottom). The X-axis is the apical thickness h, the Y -axis is the speed, mm/sec.
Different lines correspond to different anisotropy ratios.
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Figure 4.4: Final position ψ∗ of the filament for the spherical LV shape (a) and normal
LV shape (b) in the case of negative filament tension (a = 0.08). The blue line shows the
results of simulations for initial scroll location at the centre of the LV and the red line for the
initial location close to the apex. The X-axis shows the apical thickness h, and the Y -axis
is the ψ coordinate. The LV base has ψ = 0, and the apex has ψ = pi/2. The different line
styles correspond to different anisotropy ratios.
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We, however, observe a clear effect of anisotropy. In all cases, an increase in
the anisotropy ratio resulted in a shift of the attractor to the apex. Thus, as for the
positive filament tension, increased anisotropy tends to push the filament towards
the apex.
The velocities of a scroll wave after approaching the attractor for negative fil-
ament tension shown in Fig. 4.5 substantially differ from the case of the positive
tension. We see that velocities here are 50-100 time smaller; that is, the circumfer-
ential motion of the filament is almost absent. In most cases, the direction of this
motion is counterclockwise.
We have also observed filament break-up for large anisotropy ratio and large
apical thickness; that is, Da = 1.33 and h = 16 or 18 mm. (For these parameters,
data are absent in Fig. 4.4a.) A typical excitation pattern is shown in Fig. 4.6. We
see a break-up pattern, which in this case comprises 4-8 wavelets on the surface of
the LV. In some cases, the break-up was transient.
4.3.2 Mechanisms of filament dynamics
To understand the mechanisms of the observed phenomena, we performed a series
of two-dimensional simulations in which we studied the drift of a spiral wave
on a two-dimensional surface for the following cases: (a) a paraboloidal surface
z = (x2+y2)/120 mm close to the endocardial shape of the normal model without
anisotropy, (b) a two-dimensional square resembling the anisotropy of the mid-
wall endocardium, and (c) the paraboloidal surface of case (a) with the anisotropy
of case (b). The results of these simulations are shown in Fig. 4.7. We see that
for the case of a = 0.03, the spiral is attracted to the apex for all three situations,
and its characteristic velocity of motion at a distance ρ = 45 mm from the cardiac
apex for the isotropic paraboloid is vρ = −1 mm/s, ρvϕ = −1 mm/s and vρ =
−0.3 mm/s, and ρvϕ = −0.2 mm/s for an anisotropic plane with circumferential
fibres.
For a = 0.08, both surface shape and anisotropy repel the spiral from the apex,
and its characteristic velocity of motion at ρ = 70 mm for the isotropic paraboloid
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Figure 4.5: Residual circumferential speed of the drifting filament after stabilization at the
attractors ψ = ψ∗ (see Fig. 4.4) for the cases of the spherical (top) and the normal LV
shape (bottom). The X-axis is the apical thickness h, and the Y -axis is the speed, mm/sec.
Different lines correspond to different anisotropy ratios.
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Figure 4.6: Break-up of a scroll wave due to negative filament tension. Simulations are for
h = 18mm, ε = 0.99, Da = 1.33, and a = 0.08. Snapshots times are (a) 100 ms, (b)
1800 ms, (c) 1880 ms, (d) 1940 ms.
is vρ = 2 mm/s, and ρvϕ = −4 mm/s and vρ = 2 mm/s, ρvϕ = −3 mm/s for an
anisotropic plane with circumferential fibres. Let us consider how these results can
be used to explain the observed filament dynamics.
The drift of the filaments studied in the previous section is a combination of
three factors which can potentially contribute to the filament dynamics: the thick-
ness of the medium, the anisotropy and the shape of the LV.
First, we consider the effect of wall thickness. From [13], it is known that
filaments with positive tension γ1 (a = 0.03 in our case) tend to decrease their
length. In such a case, the filaments are expected to stabilize in a region where
a local minimum of wall thickness is reached. To compute wall thickness for the
given parameters of the shape, we took 10Nψ = 940 points on the epicardial and
endocardial surfaces. For each ψ1 value on the endocardium, we found the closest
point on the epicardium, occurring at latitude ψ2. The Euclidean distance between
these two points was then logged as the wall thickness at latitude ψ = (ψ1+ψ2)/2.
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Figure 4.7: Spiral wave drift on two-dimensional surfaces of different shape and
anisotropy. Simulations in the Aliev–Panfilov model with parameter a = 0.03 (left col-
umn) and a = 0.08 (right column). Top row represents the results for the paraboloidal
shape z = (x2 + y2)/120mm. The middle row shows drift on an anisotropic plane with
circumferential fibres: ~ef = ~eϕ, Df = 12, Da = 4. The bottom row combines circumfer-
ential fibres with paraboloid shape. Simulations run on a domain of size 200mm for 30 s.
The red line indicates tip positions close to the end of the simulation. Numerical methods
are described in [25].
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Fig. 4.8 shows the resulting wall thickness as a function of latitude ψ, together with
the stable loci ψ = ψ∗ of filaments for different anisotropy ratios.
For the spherical LV model (ε = 0.99, panel a), wall thickness is monotonous
and exhibits a minimum at the apex when h < 12 mm and at the base when h >
12 mm. In the isotropic case, the final filament state comes close to these expected
values. For the normal LV shape (ε = 0.85), however, wall thickness exhibits a
local minimum in the mid-wall region when h > 6 mm. Therefore, if the filament
moves to the position with minimal length, it is expected to equilibrate at moderate
values of latitude ψ. The numerical results in Fig. 4.8b and 4.4b confirm this view,
since we observe that when h is increased, the stable filament position gradually
changes from basal to apical.
a) b)
Figure 4.8: Stable filament positions ψ∗ in the case of positive filament tension (a = 0.03)
compared to LV wall thickness, for spherical LV shape (panel a) and normal LV shape
(panel b). Results are shown for one initial condition; different symbols indicate different
anisotropy ratios. Open circles denote loci of minimal wall thickness.
Next, we turn to the effect of LV shape and anisotropy. It was previously
shown [25] that on two-dimensional surfaces (i.e. thin layers with constant thick-
ness), spiral waves drift according to the gradient of the Ricci curvature, which
encompasses both anisotropy and shape. With finite thickness, it can be hypothe-
sized that scroll waves behave like a spiral wave in each layer of constant depth
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and are therefore sensitive to the anisotropy and curvature in these layers. From
our two-dimensional observations in Fig. 4.7, we know that for a = 0.03, positive
curvature attracts spiral waves. Moreover, when circumferential fibres are present
in the LV wall, they effectively reduce the circumference of the LV at a fixed
latitude ψ if distance is measured according to the arrival time of the excitation
waves [127, 130]. Therefore, increasing the anisotropy ratio of circumferential fi-
bres makes a spherical or ellipsoidal shape effectively more elongated. Since such
a shape has the increased Ricci curvature close to the apex, it has an attracting
effect on spiral waves for a = 0.03, based on our two-dimensional observations
in Fig. 4.7. In conclusion, we expect that circumferential fibres around the apex
will push the spiral towards the apex. In Fig. 4.8b, we see that for an increasing
anisotropy ratio, the equilibrium position for filaments indeed shifts closer to the
apex.
Now let us consider the case of the negative filament tension. The absence of a
break-up for the negative filament tension can be explained by the dependency of
this effect on the thickness of the tissue. In [3], it was shown that if the thickness
of cardiac tissue is small, the break-up of a scroll wave due to negative filament
tension disappears. This phenomenon was further studied in [23], where it was
shown that filament rigidity increases the effective filament tension in thin media.
Although the study [3] uses a different model for cardiac tissue (i.e. the LuoRudy-
1 ionic model), it shows that the critical thickness for the onset of instability there
is around 1 cm. In our case, we see a break-up only in the case of a spherical
LV shape and when its maximal thickness is above 14 mm. Given the big differ-
ences between the models used in our simulations, this value can be considered
reasonably close to that obtained in that study [3].
When the break-up is absent, we observe a drift of transmural filaments. How-
ever, in most of the cases, its final position is at the cardiac apex, and for stronger
anisotropy, this tendency to go to the apex becomes stronger. Those results are
opposite to the results of our two-dimensional simulations, which indicate that in
this case, both geometry and anisotropy repel two-dimensional spiral waves from
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Figure 4.9: Ratio of filament length Lf and LV wall thickness h∗ at the attractor ψ = ψ∗
for the normal LV shape. Simulations for positive (a = 0.03, red line) and negative (a =
0.08, blue line) filament tension are shown.
the apex. This discrepancy can be understood by the observation that for moderate
wall thickness and negative filament tension, filaments will ‘buckle’ and deform
into an S-shape, after which they undergo precession [23]. We noted in our simula-
tions that for a = 0.08, the (Euclidean) length of the filament is always bigger than
the wall thickness (see Fig. 4.9), and a visual inspection of the end-state shows that
the resulting filament is buckled (see Fig. 4.10). During one rotation period (de-
picted in Fig. 4.10b), the vector connecting the filament endpoints at epicardial
and endocardial boundaries also performs a full rotation, albeit in the opposite
sense. Therefore, the precession of buckling is phase-locked to scroll wave rota-
tion. This, however, does not explain the tendency of filaments towards the apex.
Another factor may be the full three-dimensional anisotropy effects, which deserve
further study.
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a) b)
Figure 4.10: Buckled filament state after 60 s for h = 12mm, ε = 0.85, and Da =
4. a) Three-dimensional view of the buckled filament. b) Top view of the endocardial and
epicardial tip trajectories between 62.16 s and 62.84 sec (3108 and 3142 time units of the
AP model). The arrow indicates drift direction, and the cross marks the cardiac apex.
4.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we have presented results on the drift of scroll wave filaments in
an anatomical model of human ventricles and have studied the effect of shape,
thickness and anisotropy of the ventricle on the drift pattern. We found that the
results are substantially affected by the filament tension of the scroll wave.
In the case of the positive filament tension, one of the main determinants of the
drift was the thickness of the myocardial wall and the filament tended to drift to
the region of minimal thickness. However, in all cases, it never arrived to the point
of minimal thickness and rotated at some small distance from it.
Another important determinant of filament drift was the anisotropy of the tis-
sue. Its main effect in our simulations was the attraction of the scroll wave to the
apex. The LV shape had a small effect on the results in terms of the direction of the
drift. However, it affected the location of the attractor, especially when the gradient
in the thickness was not large.
As cardiac tissue has a high excitability in normal conditions, one would expect
that in normal conditions, the filament would be located close to the region of
minimal thickness with a slight preference towards the apex, due to anisotropy
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effects. This information might be important for identifying sources of arrhythmias
in the heart, with applications in the planning of successive clinical intervention.
We have also studied the case of negative filament tension. In that case, fila-
ments generally behave chaotically, and this normally results in the break-up of
scroll waves [4, 13]. In our case, we find that such a break-up can only occur in
a small parameter range. In most other cases, the filament was drifting to a stable
attractor, and its location was close to the region of maximal thickness in a few
cases. However, we observed that scroll waves were much more likely to approach
the apex of the ventricle than its base. We again found that the anisotropy of the
heart substantially affects the motion by attracting the scroll to the apex; this effect
cannot be explained by simple two-dimensional simulations and theory. The LV
shape also had a small affect on the scroll wave motion, but for the normal shape,
we saw more motion to the apex than for a spherical shape. Thus, in this case, we
can say that the elliptic shape induced some attraction force towards the apex of
the heart.
The mechanisms underlying the observed phenomena in the regime of posi-
tive filament tension can be partially explained by the existing theories of filament
dynamics. As such filaments strive to minimize their length, they move to regions
of minimal wall thickness. However, we found in our simulations that even in the
isotropic case, the filaments did not exactly reach that minimum. Possible disturb-
ing factors are filament twist, curvature of the endocardial and epicardial bound-
aries, and discretization effects. In two-dimensional simulations, it was seen that
spiral waves in the high excitability regime are attracted to regions of positive
curvature, such as the cardiac apex, in contrast to a previous study in Barkley’s
model [25]. Since positive curvature is amplified by the anisotropy of circum-
ferential myofibres, we understand that an increased anisotropy ratio pushes the
filaments closer to the cardiac apex.
In the regime of negative tension, the wall thickness proved in most cases to be
insufficient for the development of a full three-dimensional break-up. Instead, we
identified buckled filaments which also equilibrate at a given latitude, due to the
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axial symmetry of our LV model. A further theoretical consideration of the effects
of shape and anisotropy on scroll wave dynamics would be non-trivial. Possible
ways to approach this problem are to consider shapes with a small thickness and
to use averaging methods as in [14]. For thick shapes, one can use the equations of
filament dynamics in a general anisotropic medium derived in [123]. However, in-
corporating the effect of curved domain boundaries on the filament and reconciling
those with bulk motion remains a difficult task.
We performed our simulations using the AP model, which provides a simpli-
fied description of cardiac tissue. Two-variable models allow researchers to easily
obtain various regimes of filament tension, and they are much more efficient for
large-scale numerical simulations. Therefore, two-variable models of cardiac tis-
sue are widely used in studies of two-dimensional and three-dimensional dynamics
of spiral waves in the heart (see e.g. [74]). The next logical step would be to extend
these simulations to an ionic model for human cardiac tissue [36,69,108,109] and
to find out how the present results are affected.
We have studied only filaments extending from the epicardial to the endocar-
dial surface. It would also be interesting to study the dynamics of the intramural
filaments. Such filaments can occur during the normal excitation of cardiac tissue
and may have a complex shape and therefore complex dynamics [1].
In this chapter, we have studied the motion of scroll waves in a homogeneous
model of cardiac tissue. It was shown that the heterogeneity of cardiac tissue sub-
stantially affects the motion of vortices and their dynamics [81, 96]. The presence
of heterogeneity can shift the locations of found attractors and can also result in the
onset of new vortices [81]. It would be interesting to study the effect of the trans-
mural heterogeneity and apex base heterogeneity [7, 19] on the results obtained
in this chapter. In addition, the presence of the Purkinje network and pectinate
muscles may also affect filament dynamics and should be studied in the future.
5
Non-axisymmetrical model
of the left ventricle shape and
anisotropy
5.1 Introduction
The results described in this chapter have been published in [87].
In chapter 2, an axisymmetrical model of the truncated LV (only below the
equator) was described. Here we generalize that model. The real LVs of different
species can have both an axisymmetrical and substantially nonsymmetrical form.
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For example, canine LVs can for convenience be divided into two parts, prominent
free wall and interventricular septum (IVS), which significantly juts into the upper
part of LV cavity. We construct a non-axisymmetrical model of the LV. In our
model, both anatomy and fibre direction field are defined analytically. We calculate
fibre slope angles in a local coordinate system and compare them with in vitro
experimental data on human and canine hearts.
5.2 Construction of the generalized LV model
In order to define the LV form, we use a special coordinate system (γ, ψ, φ),where
the variable γ ∈ [γ0, γ1] ⊆ [0, 1] corresponds with position of a point in the LV
wall layer, γ = γ0 is the endocardium, γ = γ1 is the epicardium, ψ ∈ [0, pi/2] is
analog of latitude, ψ = 0 is the upper plane part of the LV model (fibrous ring and
valve zone), ψ = pi/2 is the LV apex, and φ ∈ [0, 2pi) is analog of longitude.
We can transform the special coordinates into cylindrical ones (ρ, φ, z) using
the formulae (Fig. 5.1):
ρ(ψ, γ, φ) = ρinmer(ψ, r0(φ) + (γ − 1)d0(φ), re(φ) + (γ − 1)de(φ),
l0(φ) + γ(l1(φ)− l0(φ)), p(φ)),
(5.1)
z(ψ, γ) = Z − (Z + h(γ − 1)) sinψ + ∆z, (5.2)
ρinmer(ψ, r0, re, l, p) =
 re − (re − r0) ·
(
1− ψl
)p
, if ψ < l,
re ·
[
1−
(
ψ−l
pi/2−l
)p]
, otherwise,
(5.3)
where ρinmer(ψ, r0, re, l, p) is coordinate ρ of a point with coordinate ψ in the LV
wall, if the LV base has coordinates ρ = r0, ψ = 0, the equator has coordinates
ρ = re, ψ = 0; p(φ) > 1; r0,e(φ) is the LV epicardial radius at the base, equator;
d0,e(φ) is the LV epicardial wall thickness at the base, equator; l0,1(φ) is the lati-
tude ψ of equator at the endocardium, epicardium; Z is the LV height; h is the LV
wall thickness at the apex; index i means input parameter,
r0 = r
i
0 +
di0(1− γ1)
γ1 − γ0 ,
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d0 =
di0
γ1 − γ0 ,
re = r
i
e +
die(1− γ1)
γ1 − γ0 ,
de =
die
γ1 − γ0 ,
l0 =
γ1l
i
0 − γ0li1
γ1 − γ0 ,
l1 =
li1(1− γ0) + li0(γ1 − 1)
γ1 − γ0 ,
h =
hi
γ1 − γ0 ,
∆z =
hi(γ1 − 1)
γ1 − γ0 ,
Z = Zi −∆z.
5.2.1 Spiral surfaces
The model LV myocardium consists of fibres that lie on spiral surfaces (SS). An
SS has the following equation in the special coordinates:
φ(γ, φ0, φmax) = φ0 + γφmax, (5.4)
where φmax is the SS twist angle (the same for all SS),
φmax =
φimax
γ1 − γ0 ,
and different SSs have different values of φ0 ∈ [0, 2pi).
An SS equation in the cylindrical coordinates (see (5.1), (5.2)):
ρsp(ψ, φ, φ0) = ρ
(
ψ,
φ− φ0
φmax
, φ
)
, (5.5)
zsp(ψ, φ, φ0) = z
(
ψ,
φ− φ0
φmax
)
. (5.6)
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Figure 5.1: A meridional section of the model
5.2.2 Filling a spiral surface by fibres
Following J. Pettigrew’s theoretical hypothesis [84] and its practical realiza-
tion [88], we modelled myocardial fibres as images of chords Y = const,
Y ∈ [0, 1) of semicircumference P = 1, Φ ∈ [0, pi] (the chords are parallel to
the diameter) on the SS (Fig. 2.1). Each chord was parameterized by the polar an-
gle Φ ∈ [Φ0,Φ1], where Φ0 = arcsinY and Φ1 = pi − arcsinY. Mapping of a
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chord point (P,Φ) to a SS point is defined by the formulae (Fig. 5.2):
γ(Φ) = Φ/pi,
ψ(P) = (1− P) · pi
2
.
For example, the image of the semicircle diameter is a fibre that begins on the
epicardium, desends to the apex (Φ = pi/2), then ascends and ends on the endo-
cardium. Images of shorter chords are situated closer to the LV top and have lesser
length.
Figure 5.2: Images of the semicircle chords in (γ, ψ) coordinates
5.2.3 Calculation of the fibre direction in a point
Let us consider a point that has cylindrical coordinates (ρ, φ, z). To calculate a
fibre direction vector in this point, the following is needed:
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1. Use formulae (5.1)–(5.3) to numerically find the special coordinates γ and ψ
of the point. This problem can be reduced to solving one algebraic equation
with one unknown quantity γ, as this needs to express ψ(γ, z) in the formula
(5.2) and substitute this expression in (5.1) and (5.3).
2. Find Cartesian coordinates of the point (x = ρ cosφ, y = ρ sinφ, z).
3. Differentiate (numerically or analytically) the function ρ(ψ, γ, φ) in all ar-
guments and obtain three partial derivatives ρψ, ργ , ρφ.
4. The non-normalized vector of fibre direction is:
x =
sin(piγ)
pi − 2ψ · (yφmax − (ργ + ρφφmax) · cosφ)− cosψ · ρψ ·
pi
2
· cos(piγ),
y =
sin(piγ)
2ψ − pi · (xφmax + (ργ + ρφφmax) · sinφ)− sinψ · ρψ ·
pi
2
· cos(piγ),
z =
h
pi − 2ψ · sin(piγ) sinψ + (Z − hγ) cosψ ·
pi
2
· cos(piγ).
5.2.4 The LV form fitting
We fitted a model LV form to one real LV of a dog and of a human based on
DT-MRI data, which are freely accessible online at
http://gforge.icm.jhu.edu/gf/project/
dtmri_data_sets/docman/
First, we found the LV axis Oz, then we sectioned the LV by N = 20 (for canine
heart) or N = 24 (for human heart) meridional half-planes φi = 2pii/N, i =
0, 1 . . . N − 1, passing this axis, and we manually found the needed parameter
values, r0, re, d0, de, l0, l1, p in each section. After that, we found functions r0(φ),
re(φ), d0(φ), de(φ), l0(φ), l1(φ) and p(φ) by means of linear interpolation.
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Figure 5.3: Vertical (meridional) sections of the IVS (on the left) and LV free wall (on the
right) of a canine heart. The points are DT-MRI data, the solid line is the model epicardium,
the dashed line is the model endocardium. On the left panel: LV cavity is to the left and the
RV cavity and free wall are to the right of the IVS.
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Figure 5.4: Vertical (meridional) sections of the IVS (on top) and LV free wall (below) of a
human heart. The points are DT-MRI data, the solid line is the model epicardium and the
dashed line is the model endocardium. On top of the panel, there are papillar muscle in the
RV cavity (vertical one, ρ = 80 . . . 100 mm) and a RV free wall (inclined).
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5.3 Methods for the model and experiment compar-
ison
We compared the theoretical model and experimental data by comparing the fibre
slope angles that intersect normals to an epicardium meridional section. These
methods were described in [105] and it has the following steps.
To compare angles along a normal, one needs to specify a point A on the
epicardium. Let its special coordinates be γ = γ1, ψ = ψA and φ = φA. Let us
consider a corresponding meridional section φ = φA of the model, semiplane Π.
Let us construct a normal to the epicardial section by this semiplane and find its
intersection with the endocardium or the base, a point B. On the segment AB, we
set k unidistant points, including its ends, so that A = A1, A2, . . . , Ak = B. The
position of a point Ai on the segment AB is defined by the variable
ti =
AiB
AB
(for the endocardium t = 0, for the epicardium t = 1). Through every point
Ai(γi, ψi, φA) we have to draw an SS. Problem of finding such an SS reduces to
solving a system of two algebraic equations with two unknown quantities ψ and
φ0:  ρsp(ψ, φ∗, φ0) = ρ∗,zsp(ψ, φ∗, φ0) = z∗,
where (ρ∗, φ∗, z∗) are cylindical coordinates of point Ai. This problem is equiva-
lent to conversion of cylindrical coordinates into special ones, i.e. solving system ρ(ψ, γ, φ∗) = ρ∗,z(ψ, γ) = z∗
by ψ and γ. One can express ψ from the second equation of this system:
ψ(zi, γ) = arcsin
(
Z − z∗ + ∆z
Z + h(γ − 1)
)
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and substitute this expression to the first equation. Then the problem reduces to
solving one nonlinear equation
ρ(ψ(z∗, γ), γ, φ∗) = ρ∗
with one unknown quantity γ on segment [γ0, γ1], which can easily be done, for
example, by the method of tangents.
Strictly speaking, there can be no points from the tomogram exactly on semi-
plane Π; therefore, we selected points lying no further than ∆ = 1 mm from the
straight line AB and inside the dihedral angle |φ− φ∗| ≤ ∆φ = 0.1 = 5.7◦.
In his work [105], Streeter proposed specifying fibre direction using a local
coordinate system (u, v, w) and two angles, “true fibre angle” α and “helix angle”
α1 (these angles are sufficient for specifying a fibre direction in a point). The axis
u is a normal to the epicardium pointed from the LV; w is a meridian, i.e. an
epicardial tangent lying in a meridional semiplane and pointed upwards; v is a
parallel, i.e. vector w × u. Angle α ∈ [0, pi/2] is an angle between a fibre and a
parallel, and angle α1 ∈ [−pi/2, pi/2] is an angle between fibre projection on the
plane uv and a parallel.
We compared two these angular characteristics of the fibre direction field with
experimental data. The comparison was conducted along epicardial normals in two
meridians (one meridian lies in the LV free wall, another one lies in the IVS) in
upper, middle and lower parts of the LV wall.
5.4 Results of comparison with canine heart data
The following parameter values were used: LV height Zi = 90 mm, LV wall thick-
ness at the apex hi = 12 mm, SS effective twisting angle φimax = 3pi, subepicar-
dial scaling parameter γ0 = 0.05, subendocardial scaling parameter γ1 = 0.98.
In Fig. 5.5, we show an SS made using these parameter values, with chord
images on it.
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Figure 5.5: An SS used in the human LV model, with chord images on it. On the left, side
and top view; at the middle, top view; on the right, side and slightly bottom view.
The comparison was conducted in different LV zones: upper (epicardial normal
was constructed in a point with coordinate ψ = 5◦), middle (ψ = 35◦) and lower
one (ψ = 65◦).
In Figs 5.6–5.11 we display heart areas where we compared fibre slope angles
and graphs of these angles from the experimental data (points) and from the model
(solid lines). Let us analyse each figure in more detail.
At the upper part of the LV free wall (see Fig. 5.6), we see qualitative and good
quantitative data agreement: angle α is maximal at the endocardium, decreases
approximately to 10◦ at the middle of the wall, then increases and has its local
maximum at the epicardium. In panel D, if we move from the endocardium to the
epicardium, helix angle α1 almost linearly decreases from big positive values to
great in magnitude negative values and equals zero at the middle of the wall.
Similar behaviour of the angles can be observed at the middle (by height) part
of the LV free wall (see Fig. 5.7). In comparison with the previous figure, both in
the exrepiment and in the model, we notice that angle α graphs have a form close
to a V-shape at the basal area and close to U-shape at the middle area. Angle α1
graph in Fig. 5.6 seems to be a straight line, and, in Fig. 5.7, it is somewhat similar
to an overturned cubic parabola (i.e. at the middle of the wall the angle’s decrease
becomes slower; at the external and internal parts of the wall, it becomes faster).
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At the apical zone (see Fig. 5.8), the quantitative data agreement worsens, but
the qualitative agreement remains. Notice that angle α1 graphs in the model and
in the experiment have come even closer to an overturned cubic parabola.
Let us now consider the IVS and compare the fibre angles along three epicar-
dial normals.
At the basal (see Fig. 5.9), middle (see Fig. 5.10) and lower (see Fig. 5.11)
zones, only a qualitative data agreement can be observed. As at the free wall, the
true fibre angle α is maximal at the endocardium, then it drops reaching its mini-
mum at the middle of free wall and rises to have its maximum at the epicardium.
Notice that in experiment and in the model, the endocardial value of this angle is
greater than its epicardial value at the middle and – especially – at the lower IVS
part.
The helix angle α1 decreaces monotonically at the IVS and at the LV free wall
from approximately 80◦ on the endocardium to −60◦ on the epicardium.
5.5 Results of a comparison with human heart data
We followed the method used to compare angles in the canine heart.
The following parameter values (common for all meridians) were used: LV
height Zi = 84 mm, LV wall thickness at the apex hi = 11 mm, SS effective
twisting angle φimax = 2pi, subepicardial scaling parameter γ0 = 0.05, subendo-
cardial scaling parameter γ1 = 0.98.
Graphs of dependency of angles α, α1 on a point position on normal to the
epicardium are shown in Figs. 5.12–5.17. Let us analyse the results obtained.
At the upper and middle LV areas (e.g., Figs. 5.12 and 5.13, A), one can see
that the vertical axis goes not through the centre of horizontal LV sections, but is
situated closer to the IVS. The axis position is set there because the axis must go
through the apical LV area, and the LV apex projection to its basal plane is not
situated at the centre of the base. If one moves the axis to the base centre, then the
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A B
C D
Figure 5.6: The fibre angles in the model and in the experimental data. The LV free wall,
basal area (ψ = 5◦), canine heart. A is a horizontal LV section. The points are myocar-
dial points from a DT-MRI scan, the straight line is a normal to the epicardium, the solid
(dashed) curve is the model epicardium (endocardium). B is a meridional LV section. The
solid (dashed) curve is the model epicardium (endocardium) and the points are myocardial
points from a DT-MRI scan. C, D shows the angles α, α1. TheX axis displays point position
in the wall depth; 0 corresponds to the endocardium, 1 corresponds to the epicardium.
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Figure 5.7: Fibre angles in the model and in the experimental data. The LV free wall, middle
height area (ψ = 35◦), canine heart. The conventional signs are the same as in Fig. 5.6.
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B
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Figure 5.8: Fibre angles in the model and in the experimental data. The LV free wall, apical
area (ψ = 65◦), canine heart. The conventional signs are the same as in Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.9: The fibre angles in the model and in the experimental data. The IVS, basal area
(ψ = 5◦), canine heart. The conventional signs are the same as in Fig. 5.6.
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C D
Figure 5.10: The fibre angles in the model and in the experimental data. The IVS, middle
height area (ψ = 35◦), canine heart. The conventional signs are the same as in Fig. 5.6.
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B
C D
Figure 5.11: The fibre angles in the model and in the experimental data. The IVS, apical
area (ψ = 35◦), canine heart. The conventional signs are the same as in Fig. 5.6.
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apex is far from the axis in one of the meridional sections; therefore, we cannot fit
the LV wall shape by this model.
Let us consider the fibre slope angles in one of the LV free wall meridians.
In the upper LV part (see Fig. 5.12), the true fibre angle α (panel C) in the
model rather accurately reproduces the DT-MRI data. It descends from 90◦ on the
endocardium to approximately 25◦ at the middle of the wall, then it grows and
reaches 70◦ on the epicardium. The helix angle (panel D) in the model is also
rather close to the experimental data.
The middle part of the free wall (by height) (see Fig. 5.13) shows an essentially
large dispersion of the both angles values. At the same time, their conduct is mostly
the same, as in the basal zone and the model can reproduse it both qualitatively and
quantitatively.
One can make practically the same statement about the angles at the lower part
of LV free wall (see Fig. 5.14). Let us notice only that in the subepicardial wall part
does the angle α increase considerably more dramatically than usual; the angle α1
increases, and a great variation of its values can be seen.
In the upper part of IVS (see Fig. 5.15), the angles that we discussed are very
wide in the model and in the experimental data.
In the middle and lower IVS parts (see Figs. 5.16 and 5.17), the model repro-
duces the angles reasonably accurately.
If one considers the fibres in the radial direction, our model (like the model
from [88]) imitates the distinctive arrangement of fibres in the ventricular wall
(see [88], Fig. 14). This arrangement was called the “Japanese fan” by Streeter
(see [105], Fig. 42, C).
We can conclude that our model adequately reproduces the fibre directions in
the LV.
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C D
Figure 5.12: Fibre angles in the model and in the experimental data. The LV free wall, basal
area (ψ = 5◦), human heart. The conventional signs are the same as in Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.13: Fibre angles in the model and in the experimental data. The LV free wall,
middle area (ψ = 35◦), human heart. The conventional signs are the same as in Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.14: Fibre angles in the model and in the experimental data. The LV free wall,
apical area (ψ = 65◦), human heart. The conventional signs are the same as in Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.15: Fibre angles in the model and in the experimental data. The IVS, basal area
(ψ = 5◦), human heart. The conventional signs are the same as in Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.16: Fibre angles in the model and in the experimental data. The IVS, middle area
(ψ = 25◦), human heart. The conventional signs are the same as in Fig. 5.6.
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A B
C D
Figure 5.17: Fibre angles in the model and in the experimental data. The IVS, apical area
(ψ = 45◦), human heart. The conventional signs are the same as in Fig. 5.6.
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5.6 Discussion
This section deals with limitations, ways of verification, usage and further devel-
opment of the model constructed.
Limitations
The model adequately reproduces the fibre angles in the upper and middle zones
of the LV free wall and in the middle and lower zones of the IVS of human heart
(the angles are modelled slightly less accurately in the canine heart). Nevertheless,
the data agreement in the apical zone of free wall is only qualitative; in the IVS
upper part of human heart, the model yields results that differ totally from the
experimental data.
The inaccurate reproduction of the fibre direction angles in the apical LV zone
can be explained using Torrent-Guasp’s “unique muscular band” approach. Ac-
cording to this theory (e.g., [53, 114]), the left and right ventricle myocardium
forms a single long wrapped muscular band. The LV and IVS together take roughly
75% of the band lenght, and the right ventlicle takes 25% (called the “right seg-
ment”). It is particularly important that the upper part (approximately two thirds)
of LV free wall is formed from one band area (“left segment”), and the lower one
(about one third) is formed from another area (“descendent segment”) that is not
adjacent to the first one. The model reproduces the wrapping of the left segment
(exterior upper part of the LV free wall) well, but not the folding of the descendent
and ascendent segments. In the descendent segment, the model can reproduce well
the fibre directions in the area that is close to the left segment (internal upper part
of the LV free wall), its lower middle area (internal lower part of the LV free wall
and IVS) and the upper part which is close to the ascendent segment (the mid-
myocardial LV free wall zone). In the ascendent segment, there are two relatively
small areas where the tomography data are not reproduced well; one adjoins the
aorta, another abuts the apex. The rest of ascendent segment corresponds to the
external part of LV free wall and IVS; the fibre run is reproduced well here.
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Experimental methods that can be used to verify our model
Currently, there are several experimental methods that can measure fibre orienta-
tion in the heart. One of them is the diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) technique. In
this approach, a researcher finds the diffusion matrix of water molecules in the
heart. The main directions of diffusion are determined by the structure of the tis-
sue [41,42,57,121], and by calculating the eigenvectors of the matrix correspond-
ing to the largest eigenvalue, the fibre direction can be found. Diffusion tensor
magnetic resonance imaging (DT-MRI) measurements can be done with spatial
resolutions up to 200 µm [33]. Another advanced technique is the micro com-
puterized tomography (Micro-CT) imaging. Micro-CT measurements can be done
with spatial resolutions up to 36–70 µm [9], and both these methods produce high-
quality data that can be used in computer models.
Direct measurement of anisotropy also can be conducted via tedious histologi-
cal studies of fibre direction in 3-D [65,105]. In this method, the researcher makes
a series of parallel sections of the heart. In each section, angles of fibre slope are
measured, which gives a full picture of the fibre directions in the heart. Recently,
Smaill et al. developed a combined high-resolution serial imaging microscopy
technique [117]. In this method, after heart fixation, they perform cross-section
and make successive, high-resolution images of the heart. Then, using computer
processing, the data are collected to form an overall 3-D dataset.
In [49], the myofibres in the foetal human heart are investigated using quanti-
tative polarized light microscopy. The hearts are embedded in a transparent resin,
polymerized and then sectioned. Afterward, the elevation and azimuth angles are
measured by means of polarized light (see [49] for details).
Comparison with other models
Experimental data on the fibre orientation obtained as described above may be in
different ways used for construction of anatomical computational models:
• either as a discrete dataset in finite element models [40, 125, 131];
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• or for the verification of rule-based models, i.e. the models formed on the
base of some constitutive rule [10, 15, 46, 101].
One of the most recent rule-based methods is a Laplace–Dirichlet algorithm
[10], which takes a noisy DTI-derived fibre orientation field as input data and
yields, firstly, the transmural and apicobasal directions for the entire myocardium
and, secondly, a smooth and continuous fibre orientation field. Another approach
was used by Peskin, who derived fibre orientation field from the principles of me-
chanical equilibrium [83]. One more anatomic model based on a principle of the
mechanical activity of the heart was a model by Chadwick, who considered a cylin-
drical LV and specified the helix angle linearly depending on point position in the
LV wall [20]. Beyar et al. shaped LV into a spheroid and also used linear depen-
dence of the helix angle on the distance between any point in the ventricle wall and
the endocardium [12]. An interesting example of the theoretical approach was de-
veloped by Arts et al. in 1992 [16]. They constructed a model of an ellipsoidal LV,
complicated the law of helix angle change to a piecewise quadratic one and quan-
tified orientation of the muscle fibres via the helix fibre angle distribution, which
was found upon application of the mechanical adaptative principle suggested by
Arts et al. in 1982 [8].
In this work we present our rule-based model focused on the LV morphology
including simulation of the ventricle shape and fibre orientation in its wall. The
developed formalism is substantially associated with both ventricle band concept
of cardiac architecture given by Torrent-Guasp [111] and anatomic observations
presented by Streeter in his classical work [105]. In our approach to the modelling
of the LV architecture, anisotropy of the heart was derived from some general
principles. In our model, the LV is considered a set of identical spiral surfaces
combined with each other by rotation about the vertical axis. Every spiral surface
is defined analytically and represents a mapping of a half disc. The first step of the
transformation is the mapping of the semicircle to a conical surface. In the second
step, the conical surface is transformed to a curved spiral surface, representing the
quasi-elliptical shape of the LV boundary surface. Finally, every spiral surface is
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filled with myocardial fibres, represented by the transformed images of the chords
that were parallel to the diameter in the initial semicircle (see figure 2.1).
Our model is not the only wrapping-based myocardium model. Sinha et al. pro-
posed in [103] a model of one myocardial layer which had a rectangular form and
was wrapped around a (truncated) cone. They used this very simple model to study
termination of re-entrant waves rotating around obstacles in cases of isotropy and
anisotropy but without any linkage to the real fibre pattern in the heart ventricles.
We used experimental data from the above cited work by Streeter [105], as
well as from other more recent works [65] for the model verification. In particular,
the model proved to reproduce adequately both the looping arrangement of the
muscle fibres and the specific 3-D pattern of the relative positions of the fibres in
the transmural direction through the ventricle wall.
These accurate reproductions allow us to consider the model a touchstone in
validating the ventricle band concept of cardiac architecture originated by Torrent-
Guasp, because the model, based on this concept, yields an adequate fibre field as
a consequence of the postulates.
It seems reasonable to compare our model with another rule-based model that
assigns fibre orientation locally, particularly with the very interesting and promis-
ing model by Bayer et al., mentioned earlier in this section [10]. For this compar-
ison, only the reproduced fibre orientation in various parts of the LV of the two
models can be used. The Bayer model is based on DT-MRI data of anisotropy in
two ventricles of a canine heart. The average angle divergence between the model
and the DT-MRI fibre directions is 23◦; that is there is not a complete quantitative
matching of the real experimental and reproduced data, but there is reasonable con-
cordance. Specifically, Bayer’s model quantitatively reproduces fibre anisotropy
in the basal and apical LV zones better than our model (see [10] figure 3). In the
section describing the limitations of our model, we point to this quantitative in-
accuracy in our model and propose some ways to eliminate it. At the same time,
our model better reproduces the experimental data in the middle LV zone; namely,
we obtain the specific s-like plot of the angle α1 in the transmural direction (see
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figure 2.19, the bottom right panel). In Bayer’s model, this dependency is linear
by definition. Moreover, if we follow the cited paper by Bayer et al. [10, Eq. (1),
(2)], all plots for angle α1 presented in figure 2.16 reveal independence of the an-
gle from both the latitude and the longitude of the intramural position within the
wall. Bayer and co-authors suggest that their model can be easily improved to take
the non-linearity of angle α1 into account. But, it also is necessary to make the
anisotropy latitudinally and longitudinally independent, and it is not easy to do so.
Our model reproduces such a dependence (see figures 2.13–2.19), which is proper
for real hearts, and does it quite fairly for the middle zone of the LV.
One more simplification of Bayer’s model concerns transmural rotation of the
fibres’ directions, named ‘Japanese fan’ by Streeter ( [105] figure 42c). In that
model, the rotation is defined in one plane only, that is, around only one axis,
settled transmurally. This plane lies tangentially to the surface determined by the
condition d = const, where d is a term specified in the cited paper by Bayer et
al. [10] and presents there the occurrence depth of particular locus within the wall;
for example, d = 0 on the endocardium and d = 1 on the epicardium. Moreover,
if we assess results obtained in Bayer’s model by means of the angle α3 defined by
Streeter [105] and determine transmural direction of the fibre orientation, it will
prove to be constantly 0, which is a substantial simplification. This feature does
not allow mapping the 3-D pattern of the relative positions of the fibres in the
transmural direction through the ventricular wall.
In contrast, in our model the 3-D pattern is taken into consideration (see fig-
ures 2.13–2.19, and note that in the middle LV zone these angles are reproduced
quite well).
Thus, we believe that both models have their own virtues and their own lim-
itations. Additional development of the models would be useful to surmount the
limitations.
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Further development and usage of the model
The analytical description of the cardiac geometry can be used in developing new
numerical methods for the study of electrophysiological and mechanical activity
of the LV. The model is an analytical map of a rectangle in space (γ, ψ, φ) to a
curvilinear LV; therefore, one can make a rectangular numerical scheme in the co-
ordinates (γ, ψ, φ) (where the boundary conditions can be written in the simpliest
manner), and we can consider anisotropy by using explicit analytical formulae.
The model can also be utilized for the generation of different anisotropical proper-
ties of the heart, for alteration of the LV shape (by change of the model parameters)
and for studying their influence on the cardiac electrical and mechanical function.
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Conclusion and future work
In this thesis, we have constructed the analytical description of the cardiac anatomy
based on the spiral surfaces concept. The model can be used for verification of the
Torrent-Guasp band concept and for the various numerical simulations to study the
effects of anisotropy on the cardiac excitation and mechanical function. Our model
shows a good qualitative agreement between the simulated fibre orientation field
and the experimental data on the LV anisotropy.
The analytical representation of the geometry presented here was used for the
development of new numerical methods to study the electrical activity of the heart.
As our model provides an analytical mapping of a rectangle in (γ, ψ, φ) space into
the heart shape, we formulated a numerical scheme in (γ, ψ, φ) space (where the
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representation of the boundary conditions is the most natural) and accounted for
anisotropy by the explicit analytical formulae. Such mapping was also used to
generate the various anisotropic properties of the heart and to study their effect on
the electrical heart function.
The electrophysiological experiments from the third and fourth chapters
showed how shape, fibre angles and anisotropy of the ventricle affect the propaga-
tion of “usual” and the scroll waves. We proved that the rotation of the fibres in the
cardiac wall increases the propagation of the waves and attenuates the anisotropy
of the tissue. The behaviour of the scroll waves and their filaments depend on the
different factors of the medium in a complex way.
In the chapter 5, we proposed the non-symmetrical anatomical LV model. This
model was fitted to a human and a canine left ventricle (data were obtained from
the DT-MRI) and compared it with the DT-MRI data on the fibre directions. A
good qualitative and – in some LV wall areas – a quantitative agreement between
the model and the experimental data is demonstrated. The model can be used both
for the band hypothesis verification and for the various numerical experiments
studying the anisotropy influence on the electrical excitation spread and simulating
cardiac mechanical function.
Overall, we did a first step in analytical cardiac computational anatomy and
physiology. However, many important questions still need to be addressed in the
subsequent research.
First, note that the fibres in our model end on the basal plane of the left ven-
tricle. However, the experimental data show that the fibres make a loop and do not
end on the fibrous ring. They continue upwards as curves on a torus and descend to
the apical region. It is interesting that we see the same pattern in the apical region
of the heart. There, the descending fibres make a narrow hole in the apex. This
hole is filled by the fibrous tissue and, therefore, is not excitable. Moreover, as
a connective tissue, it has different passive mechanical properties in comparison
with the working myocardium. Therefore, including two special regions in this
model with a toroidal pattern of fibres can improve its capabilities to reproduce
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the cardiac properties related with the spiral waves and the mechanical pumping
function.
Second, in the thesis, we compared only the fibre directions with the experi-
mental data, but we have not compared the sheet normals, yet. As both the model
and the modern experimental devices provide data on the myocardial layers, such
a comparison should be conducted, as it is important for the simulations of the
orthotropic mechanical properties of the myocardium.
The main function of the heart is its pumping work, and the electrical activity
only initiates the mechanical contraction. Therefore, a clear direction for future
research is to use our anatomical model for the simulation of the mechanical ac-
tivity of the heart. This work has already been started. The first results (not yet
published) show that the ventricle can contract effectively, and its ejection fraction
can be as much as normal, about 65%. Moreover, due to the oblique directions of
the fibres, it displays a specific torsion, which is responsible for reaching the high
ejection fraction without a big contraction of the fibres.
There are many different cell-level models and much experimental data on the
hearts of different animals, such as a mouse, rat, guinea pig, dog and rabbit. Our
anatomical model can be fitted to their hearts as well. After adding a cell-level
model, it will be possible to simulate the electrophysiological activity of not only
human hearts, but also animal hearts. This may allow a researcher to study those
basic physiological properties of the hearts that are commonly used in experimen-
tal research.
The studies of the scroll waves and the filaments dynamics, discussed in the
third and fourth chapters, are important as those waves are signs of dangerous
cardiac arrhythmias. Using our model, we can also implement various therapeutic
approaches to remove these scrolls and to stop the arrhythmias. We can study, for
example, a process of overdrive pacing of the cardiac arrhythmias. To do this, we
can put electrodes to our model and force them with a high frequency. Using that,
we can find the conditions for the best strategies of removing these sources of
arrhythmias from the heart. This might be useful in clinical practice.
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In the present work, we consider the left ventricle only. The LV performs the
main mechanical function by pumping arterial blood to the aorta. The heart also
contains the right ventricle, which obtains venous blood from the right atrium and
pumps blood to the pulmonary trunk. From the papers of Torrent-Guasp, we see
that the two ventricles are parts of one myocardial band. Therefore, it is a natu-
ral question whether a model of only the left ventricle could be generalised to a
biventricular model. We proposed a method to construct the anatomical models:
the spiral surfaces method. Can the same approach be used to describe the right
ventricle? We already tried to do this by presenting the right ventricle cavity as a
gap in the cardiac wall. Unfortunately, the comparison with the experimental data
showed inadequate fibre angles, which makes us conclude that the right ventricle
should be modelled in a different way. A promising means to do this is to model
folding a myocardial band with the fibres to a complex figure.
One more interesting hypothesis concerning the fibres on the myocardial sheets
is that they follow the geodesic lines on the sheets. Our model provides non-
geodesic lines on the spiral surfaces. It would be interesting to try to construct
some (maybe axisymmetrical on the first step) set of surfaces and their geodesic
lines, so that the orientation of normals to surfaces and tangents to fibres might be
close to experimental data.
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